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Abstract 

Usage of financial measurements that address the default probability of counterparties have 

been market practice for some time. Quantifying counterparty credit risk is usually done 

through the credit value adjustment which adjusts the value from a risk-free value to a risky 

value. When quantifying the credit value adjustment there is an important assumption that the 

financial exposure (value) and probability of counterparty default are independent variables. 

Wrong-way risk implies a relationship where exposure and probability of default are increasing 

together. It is an unfavourable relationship since as a party stands to gain more the probability 

of the counterparty not being able to pay also increase. 

When removing the independency assumption, the quantification of the credit value adjustment 

becomes more complex and there are several different methodologies with the aim to quantify 

CVA without the independency assumption. This paper analyses different methods of 

quantification and discusses different potential mitigators of wrong-way risk. But also, a case 

study searching for potential wrong-way exposures at a Swedish investment bank. 

The case study considers whether the exposures could potentially be influenced by wrong-way 

risk through stress tests on different value adjustments. The stress tests change the value 

adjustment and in turn imply wrong-way movements. At an investment bank that work towards 

minimizing risk it would be surprising to find large wrong-way risk exposures. But there are 

some interesting observations which could be deemed as wrong-way movements and would be 

interesting for the bank to investigate. Overall for the bank, wrong-way risk exposure cannot be 

claimed as significant. 

Conclusions involve modelling approach I deem the most useful in a perspective of calibration 

methodology, computer efficiency and deviation. Also, some suggestion of further development 

of this paper. 

Key terms: Wrong-way risk, Credit value adjustment, Debit value adjustment, Bilateral credit 

value adjustment 
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Sammanfattning 

Under en tid har användning av finansiella mått som inkluderar motpartskreditrisk varit 

marknadsstandard. Kreditvärdesjustering används för att kvantifiera motpartskreditrisk och 

justerar värdet från ett riskfritt till ett värde som inkluderar motpartskreditrisk. När man 

justerar värdet används ett viktigt antagande som säger att den finansiella exponeringen 

(värdet) samt sannolikheten att motparten inte uppfyller sina förpliktelser är oberoende 

variabler. Felvägsrisk implicerar ett förhållande där exponeringen och sannolikheten att 

motparten inte kan uppfylla sina förpliktelser ökar tillsammans. Det är ett ofördelaktigt 

förhållande eftersom när en part kan tjäna mer ökar sannolikheten att motparten inte kan 

betala. 

När oberoende-antagandet tas bort blir kvantifieringen mer komplex, men det finns flera olika 

metoder som kvantifierar kreditvärdesjusteringen utan oberoende-antagandet. Denna uppsats 

analyserar olika kvantifieringsmetoder och diskuterar olika metoder för att minimera 

felvägsrisk. Uppsatsen innehåller även en fältstudie med syfte att hitta felvägsrisk bland 

exponeringarna hos en svensk investeringsbank. 

Fältstudien överväger huruvida exponeringarna eventuellt kan vara influerade av felvägsrisk 

genom att stressa olika mått för värdejustering. Stresstesterna påverkar värdejusteringen som i 

sin tur kan implicera felvägsrisk. Hos en svensk investeringsbank vars arbete involverar att 

minimera risk hade det varit förvånande att hitta stora exponeringar med felvägsrisk. Men det 

finns vissa observationer som tycks påvisa ofördelaktiga förhållanden som tyder på felvägsrisk. 

Dessa observationer skulle vara intressant för banken att se över utifrån den potentiella 

felvägsrisken. Överlag för banken kan jag inte påstå att exponeringen av felvägsrisk är 

signifikant. 

Slutsatserna involverar vilken modelleringsmetod som jag anser är mest användbar utifrån 

kalibrering, dataeffektivitet och potentiell avvikelse. Samt några förslag på vidare utveckling av 

denna rapport. 

Nyckelbegrepp: Felvägsrisk, Kreditvärdesjustering, Debetvärdesjustering, Bilateral 

kreditvärdesjustering 
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Glossary and acronyms that will be brought up 

Any of the “value adjustments” (xVA)  

Centralized clearing party (CCP) – A clearing party whom have the task to clear transactions of 

counterparties. 

Credit support annex (CSA) – Specifies collateral arrangements. 

Credit Value Adjustment (CVA) – Quantified value of counterparty risk to reduce the value 

towards counterparties from the risk-free valuation to a risky valuation. 

Debit Value Adjustment (DVA) – Reversed from CVA, value adjustment only including negative 

exposure and institutions own default probability. 

Financial resistance (FR) – The other internal rating of the investment bank 

Foreign exchange (FX) 

General wrong-way risk (GWWR) – WWR only due to macroeconomic factors. 

Interest rate (IR) 

Over the counter (OTC) – Market characterized by no insurance and much flexibility. 

Risk class (RC) 

Risk financial distress (RFD) – One of the investment banks internal ratings. 

Specific wrong-way risk (SWWR) – WWR only for specific trade or counterparty and due to 

structural relationships in transactions. 

Unilateral CVA (UCVA) – Quantified value of counterparty risk only including positive exposures 

towards counterparties and counterparty probability of default. 

Wrong-way risk (WWR) – Positive correlation of probability of default and financial exposure 
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1. Introduction 

The Global financial crisis of 2008 made the importance of addressing counterparty credit risk 

clear. The default of Lehman Brothers, a major investment bank in the US showed wrong-way 

movements of a magnitude probably never experienced before. The ripple effects of their default 

would clarify the need of addressing the counterparties probability of default in every 

transaction. There was an estimated of 400 billion dollars of credit default swap (CDS) insurance 

referencing the debt of Lehman Brothers which would have to be paid out. The issuers of the 

CDSs did not anticipate the default of a major investment bank which resulted in difficulties of 

settling the swaps (Gregory 2012). 

Credit value adjustment (CVA) is an adjustment of the value of transactions toward 

counterparties which considers the possibility that counterparties may default (counterparty 

credit risk). CVA adjusts the value of for example a portfolio from a risk-free valuation to a risky 

valuation. Hull and White (2011) explains that it has been market practice for some time to use 

the CVA adjustments in valuation. The CVA calculations consist of a multiplication of exposure 

and probability, usually with an independency assumption between them. Implying that 

unwanted correlations between the variables are not considered. Contemplate a scenario where 

the value of our position (exposure) increases which is generally a good thing. Imagine then that 

as the exposure is growing the probability of not getting paid (probability of default) also 

increases. This would be an unfavourable correlation since increasing value would also come 

with increased probability of not getting paid. The unwanted potential correlations of exposure 

and probability of default is referred to as wrong-way risk (WWR). 

The situation with Lehman Brothers was one of those scenarios where the CDS insurance 

increased in value due to Lehman Brothers defaulting. While the probability of default of the 

issuers not having addressed Lehman Brothers default probability also grew. The CDS owner’s 

exposure was at its peak while the issuers probability of default also peaked (Gregory 2012). 

Gregory (2012) clarifies that modelling of the relationship of default probability and exposure is 

required to quantify WWR. If WWR is present the CVA will increase. Wrong-way risk prevents 

one to use the simpler formulas of CVA since there are correlations that cannot be assumed as 

non-existent. Complexity arises since two portfolios may have the same CVA without WWR but 

different CVA with WWR.  An issue regarding WWR is that it seems intangible and hard to grasp 

in a simple accurate way. 
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1.2 Problem 

Complex quantification of WWR while there is no standardized approach towards quantification 

leads to several methodologies of quantification which needs to be analysed. For an investment 

bank it is important to have their exposure towards WWR limited. 

On specific (counterparty) level it is hard to undertake quantification due to lack of data for the 

specific counterparty or trade. Instead, quantification is usually performed on some aggregated 

level. Specific WWR can be addressed qualitatively using stress tests which can help in 

identification of potential WWR.  

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of the project is to analyse the concept of WWR. To analyse and discuss the best 

practice of identification and quantification of WWR, to find the strengths and weaknesses of the 

different quantification methodologies. Also, to independently study the counterparties of a 

Swedish investment bank and try to see potential areas where WWR could be detected.  Finally, 

a discussion of possible WWR mitigators to address their effectiveness against WWR. 

1.4 Method and Delimitations 

To calculate the necessary values of the investment bank, underlying data of the price models 

and derivatives of the investment bank is used. Two different (xVA) value adjustments of the 

investment bank are used and analysed for WWR. These two xVA measurements can be 

combined into a third measurement. There are other value adjustments but including more of 

them would be unnecessary for the purpose and overwhelming. An in-depth method is provided 

in the case study section of the paper. 

The value adjustments are stressed for two macro variable changes. These are an exchange rate 

devaluation and an interest rate change. The stress test show exposure is affected by the macro 

variable change, the effect on the probability of default is then addressed to find weak areas. The 

variables are also stressed for a shift in risk class. Therefore, WWR induced for specific 

counterparties not due to macro variables can be found. The analysis considers what the 

correlation of exposure and probability of default ought to be given change due to the stress 

tests. 

The case study covers all the counterparties for which there are data and therefore the case 

study consider the whole population for a random date. The study will also go from population 
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level down to counterparty class level, specific for retail, large corporate and institution 

counterparties amongst other classes. It becomes an explorative research with qualitative 

analysis of potential WWR exposures of the investment bank. 

For the analysis of current market practice, three methodologies which are considered market 

practice through literature are analysed. The paper includes the parts which give an overall 

understanding without going too deep into detail. To analyse current market practice, it would 

be great if quantification of each methodology was undertaken with equal inputs and risk 

factors. However, unfortunately there was no possibility to do such quantification during the 

project. Instead, the method and output of each paper where the methodology is brought up is 

analysed. The modelling approaches are an important part of the study of WWR and the 

methodologies influence the analysis and discussion of WWR. 

1.5 Disposition 

Chapter 2 brings up a motivation of the literature used for the paper. Also, some important 

terms to the subject are introduced which are important for overall understanding, such as 

explanation of instruments analysed and overall banking business. Then a section of regulations 

covering the field of WWR and the regulatory approach towards WWR protection is presented. 

Chapter 3 explains the different methodologies for quantifying WWR mainly on portfolio level. 

The toughest to grasp technicalities are kept after the overall picture is explained. 

Chapter 4 describes some important factors and transactions which will be relevant for the 

understanding of the case study and the final discussion. 

Chapter 5 presents the case study of the exposures of a Swedish investment bank. The chapter 

begins with the description of how the measurements analysed are calculated. The fuller and 

more complex methodology is kept separated. Then the observations are analysed relying on 

empirical evidence from earlier chapters. Also, some intuitive qualitative arguments are used for 

the analysis. 

Chapter 6, the discussion, is split in two sections. One is towards mitigating WWR where some 

possible protection of WWR are brought up and discussed. The other section is towards the 

modelling approaches brought up in chapter 3, the calculation and output of the different 

modelling approaches are discussed. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the paper by connecting back to the problem and purpose of the paper and 

some notes of what could have been done differently. Some points are proposed in order to 

develop the findings.  
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2. Theory regarding the whole field 

This section includes an explanation of main literature used, an introduction to the most 

relevant instruments of the investment bank analysed in the case study. Factors and terms 

which are important for the full understanding of the subject. Also, a section has been included 

regarding the regulations that have been issued about WWR through the Basel Committee of 

Banking Supervision. 

2.1 Discussion and motivation of literature used 

The most important author in the field of WWR is probably Jon Gregory. He has been involved in 

many of the works written in the field of WWR. His books in the field of xVA have been 

important for this paper since he clearly removes some of the hard to grasp technicalities of the 

field and provides an intuitive overview of WWR. Both books Gregory (2012, 2015) together 

provides a clear coverage of the xVA field and contains descriptions of current market practice 

for xVA risk management of many banks. Another important author is John Hull who has been 

involved in one of the modelling approaches and he has also written a useful book referenced to 

as Hull (2015) about risk management and financial institutions. 

There is a split camp in modelling of WWR with the method of Rosen and Saunders (2012) in 

one end and Hull and White (2011) in the other. The main difference is that the former estimate 

exposure as conditional on probability of default while the latter estimate probability of default 

conditional on exposure. Both methods are used by practitioners, but they differ in modelling. 

The method proposed by Slime (2017) is perhaps the most complex method combining both 

sides of the split camp and removes another independency assumption. 

As there is no clear and established market standard the methods of the papers differ, and many 

reports have been produced with only smaller modifications to the base methods of Hull and 

White (2011) and Garcia Cespedes et al. (2010). One of which is used in the paper published by 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) who are two of the authors of the Garcia Cespedes et al. (2010) 

report. The Basel committee have some regulations set for WWR which are brief compared to 

the material of the other authors. To explain the relation of factors and their relation to 

probability of default some empirical results of Dufrense et al. (2001) and ECB (2007) are used. 

For the relation of FX rates to WWR it was hard to find any paper isolating FX rate to 

counterparty credit risk, however the paper by Levy (1999) is used. The works of Gregory 

(2012, 2015) refer to the paper Levy (1999) which generate some worthiness. WWR is a field 

that has rather recently have been notified scientifically, due to this the published scientific 
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material have been limited. The papers used are mostly from authors or based on authors work 

whom are established practitioners within the field. 

2.2 Interest rate- and currency swaps 

For the case study the underlying derivatives considered are interest rate swaps and currency 

swaps. Hull (2015) explains how the most common swap, the plain vanilla interest rate swap 

work in practice. A swap is an agreement to exchange cash flows at future dates. A plain vanilla 

swap is an agreement where a party pays fixed interest rate percentages and the counterparty 

pays back in floating. The receiver receives fixed and pays back floating according to some 

chosen interbank offered rate, in Sweden normally STIBOR (Stockholm Interbank Offered Rate). 

The swap contract is fixed to some notional amount which the interest rate is multiplied by as an 

indicator of how much cash flows will be transferred. If the notional amount for example is 100 

SEK with a fixed rate of 2,5% which shall be exchanged for STIBOR yearly, so that the receiver 

pays 2,5 SEK yearly and the payer pay STIBOR times 100 SEK yearly to the receiver.  

Hull (2015) describes that swaps have grown in use in the OTC derivatives market due to the 

high customization possibilities. Such as locking interest rate in a market for example if savings 

are in floating rate one could lock the interest rate received with a swap of the same notional 

amount as the savings. 

In the same work Hull (2015) also explains a methodology of valuing interest rate swaps which 

is simply to assume that the market implied forward rates are the future realized interest rates. 

Therefore, one can estimate how the payments will unfold and therefore value the swap 

according to the future cash flows discounted. 

The main difference of interest rate swaps and currency swaps is that there will be two notional 

amounts, one in each currency swapped. Out of these notional amounts depending on the 

exchange rate the parties agree to a percentage of the notional amounts. The amount will be 

transferred between the counterparties in chosen intervals. The valuation works similarly to 

that of vanilla interest rate swaps, only that the forward exchange rates are assumed as realized. 

Which in turn implies the value transferred at each pre-determined time point until maturity of 

the swap contract. These cash flows are then discounted to get a present time valuation (Hull 

2015). 
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2.3 Terms and concepts for overall understanding 

2.3.1 Over the counter markets 

Gregory (2012) describes the over the counter markets (OTC) as trades held bilaterally without 

a clearing party. This implies that the trades are not protected by any insurance. Which in turn 

implies that there is counterparty risk induced in every trade. The customization possibilities 

with the OTC derivatives is what weighs up the risk involved in the trades. 

Hull (2015) states that the usage of swaps in the OTC markets have grown due to possibilities 

that relate to them as they enable customizable hedging of exposures against for example 

interest rate and foreign exchange rate changes. Financial institutions are active in the OTC 

markets to offer their buy and sell quotes on different derivatives such as interest rate swaps 

and foreign exchange swaps. The price spread is important since it is where for example an 

investment bank make their profit. The spread is the difference in price that the institution is 

willing to enter a position for and the price they offer a position for. Due to the high possibilities 

of derivatives such as swaps they are widely traded, and the investment bank must have risk 

management in place to handle risks such as counterparty risk. Gregory (2012) remarks that 

WWR can be subtle but also severe and therefore more acknowledgement is put towards it. 

2.3.2 Default events and probability of default 

Gregory (2015) explicates what different events constitutes a default. Events such as failure to 

pay, breach of agreement, bankruptcy and credit support default. Events that imply that 

payment will not be due, and the bank make losses depending on the recovery rate from the 

default and the exposure at default. 

The probability of default can be divided in two relevant forms, the cumulative probability of 

default which is the probability that default occurs anytime from now until time 𝑡 and is usually 

denoted 𝐹(𝑡). The other probability is referred to as marginal probability of default and is 

simply the probability of default in a timespan usually denoted 𝑞. The cumulative probability of 

default starts from zero and goes towards 100% since counterparties will default eventually.  

The probability of default differs in the scenario of risk-neutrality and risk-averseness, since the 

risk averse investor would want a premium for taking on risk. The probability of default can be 

estimated through for example historical data and market implied data such as spreads (Gregory 

2012). 
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2.3.3 Exposure 

Gregory (2012) elucidates exposure as the amount the bank stand to lose in a transaction. The 

exposure can take on both positive and negative values which imply different things. The 

positive exposure is what the bank are owed from the transaction (therefore the value of the 

contract) and in the case of counterparty default the bank make a loss from the positive 

exposure. However, depending on the recovery rate of the counterparty some of the exposure 

might be recovered from the default. Negative exposure imply that the bank has obligations 

towards the counterparty which the bank cannot walk away from despite the counterparty 

defaulting. Bilateral exposure considers that both the counterparty and the bank can default on 

its payments. If the bank defaults the counterparty’s payoff is negative from the transaction and 

therefore the bank gains. If both bank and counterparty default the bank gets a payoff depending 

of the recovery rate of the counterparty and the exposure. While the counterparty gets a payoff 

depending on the negative exposure towards the counterparty and the banks recovery rate. 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) describes the difference of unilateral and bilateral CVA (UCVA and 

BCVA). In the unilateral case it is assumed that the institution will not default on its payments 

and therefore the CVA calculations only include the counterparty credit risk. Bilateral include an 

adjustment for the case of the institution itself defaults. 

Gregory (2012) also mentions several exposure measurements for future expected values of 

exposure. Initially he states that the expected value may vary a lot for different reasons, such as 

collateral agreements future uncertainty, cash flow amounts and times. The expected exposure 

(EE) is the average of all exposure values. Expected positive exposure (EPE) is an extension of 

the EE but over all time horizons. 

2.3.4 Credit value adjustment with wrong-way movements 

Both credit value adjustment and debit value adjustment are used in the case study and 

therefore important to understand. According to Gregory (2012) CVA is an adjustment from the 

risk-free valuation of transactions 

(𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) = (𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) − 𝐶𝑉𝐴. 

           (eq. 1) 

To further understand what CVA is, it is important to understand the building blocks of the 

adjustment and some important factors to consider in the calculation. Hull and White (2011) 

presents the CVA formulation using different factors to adjust the risk-free value 
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𝐶𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅) ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑞𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

. 

           (eq. 2) 

In the formula there are several factors which are essential to understand to grasp the issue of 

wrong-way risk. 

• (1 − 𝑅) is a term that explain the loss in case of default recovery rate 𝑅 is what will 

remain and therefore the term reflects the loss. 

• 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖  is the discounted expected exposure toward counterparties at a future time point 𝑖 

(subscripted 𝑑 stands for discounted). 

• Finally, 𝑞𝑖  is the marginal probability of counterparty default in the time period 𝑖, 

therefore the probability of defaulting in the timespan of [𝑖, 𝑖 − 1]. 

The sum of the expected exposures and probabilities of defaulting together with the loss factor 

gives the CVA. As mentioned earlier it is assumed that exposure and probability of default are 

independent. In case they are not independent the unfavourable (positive) correlation induce 

WWR.  Since exposure and probability of default increase together. 

2.3.5 Debit value adjustment 

Gregory (2015) defines what debit value adjustment (DVA) is and how it relates to CVA. DVA 

arises from negative exposure and as mentioned above negative exposure imply a gain in case 

the bank itself defaults. Similarly, to bilateral exposure bilateral CVA (BCVA) can be used 

𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐴 = 𝐶𝑉𝐴 + 𝐷𝑉𝐴. 

           (eq. 3)  

CVA in this case is negatively denominated and DVA positively denominated. So, the overall 

BCVA gets reduced by the negative exposure. DVA itself is presented exactly like CVA only that 

the expected exposure term is changed for negative expected exposure: 

𝐷𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅) ∑ 𝑁𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑞𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

 

           (eq. 4) 
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The main difference here is that the recovery rate and probability of default is for the institution 

itself rather than counterparties. Hull and White (2011) claims that DVA is controversial since it 

is only realized at the institutions own default. 

2.3.6 Netting 

Netting is an important concept to consider when talking about exposures since netting allows 

the institution and counterparty to let payments offset each other. Implying that contracts which 

initially would have positive and negative exposure over the time period can be netted to reduce 

overall exposure (Gregory 2012). 

2.3.7 Centralized Clearing party 

Duffie and Zhu (2011) explains that a centralized clearing party (CCP) protects OTC derivate 

counterparties from one another. When centralized clearing is efficient counterparty reduces 

risk and ripple effects from defaults, inducing lower counterparty credit risk. Resulting in 

protection from the uninsured aspect of OTC markets which Gregory (2012) describes. 

Hull (2015) exemplifies by considering two parties which could trade OTC or clear through a 

CCP. If cleared through a CCP the members need to post an initial margin which works as a 

collateral to cover the overall risk of the members trade through the CCP. If circumstances 

change a party which have put itself in a high exposure and risk scenario, might have to post 

variation margin. Also, the CCP can reduce risk by netting exposures multilaterally which implies 

that the exposure can be removed between counterparties and in a perfect sample net to zero 

for the CCP as well. There is a requirement of credit quality to trade and if default occurs the 

member should have put enough collateral through the margins to hopefully finance its own 

default. If required margins are not posted the CCP can close out the trades with the 

counterparty. 

2.3.8 Collateral 

Hull and White (2011) explains that transactions should according to an International Swaps 

and Derivatives Association (ISDA) master agreement be netted and solved as one exposure in 

case of early closure of transaction. Collateralization have become important in the OTC markets. 

Collateral at a certain time is determined from some important factors. 
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• The threshold value which is the value from which when the exposure increases beyond 

collateral is posted for the difference. The threshold works as a limit towards the 

maximum exposure one party is willing to take.  

• The minimum amount which determines the smallest amount to transfer.  

• Independent amount, Gregory (2012) explains it as the amount that get posted as 

collateral regardless of exposure.  

• Haircuts is a percentage reduction in value of collateral depending on the asset posted as 

collateral since there might be market risks involved in the collateral itself. 

• The cure period which is the time between collateral stops to be posted and the time of 

default. 

These factors are specified in a credit support annex (CSA) which accompanies the master 

agreement. The collateral arrangement is important since it limits the exposure towards 

counterparties (Hull and White 2011). 

2.4 Basel Committee on wrong-way risk 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) is the main global regulatory setter within 

the banking sector. It was originally formed by central banks to work as a forum for cooperation 

on regulatory matters. The decisions of the BCBS do not entitle legal force directly but the 

members (including the Swedish central bank) commit to the framework which is established in 

the banking sector. 

After the global financial crisis of 2008, the third edition of the Basel regulatory framework Basel 

III was published in response to the crisis. The framework addressed issues which post crisis 

was realized as shortcomings in the regulation and therefore had to be addressed (BCBS 2009). 

Further management towards CVA measurements as mentioned in the introduction became a 

rule and not a recommendation. During the crisis WWR was heavily exhibited as in the case of 

Lehman Brothers default. Due to such events WWR was brought up to light in the regulatory 

environment.  

In 2009 the Basel committee addressed the issue of wrong way risk and cases where exposure 

increase as counterparty credit quality deteriorates. They proposed that further risk 

management standards should be implemented towards it. The Basel committee brought up two 

different kinds of WWR. The first one is called general WWR (GWWR) where probability of 

default and exposure is correlated to general market risk factors (BCBS 2009). The second one is 

called specific WWR (SWWR) where the exposure towards a counterparty is positively 
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correlated with the default probability of the same counterparty (BCBS 2009). Gregory (2012) 

specifies this kind of WWR as on the transaction level and is due to the structural relationship in 

the transaction of exposure and probability of default. General WWR is due to growth of 

exposure and probability of default together caused by change of macroeconomic variables. 

GWWR can be estimated using historical data of exposures and defaults and can possibly be 

incorporated into models. Which ultimately leads to that it should be priced and incorporated 

into CVA and managed. SWWR can be hard to detect using historical data since it is based on 

structural relationships. It can be assessed through market knowledge of what ought to happen 

with CVA in the case of changes of certain variables (stress testing). Therefore, the analysis of 

SWWR becomes qualitative but SWWR should be limited since it can be extreme (Gregory 2015). 

BCBS (2009) acknowledges the difficulty of addressing GWWR through explicit capital charges. 

The committee suggest using the alpha multiplier. It works by multiplying the effective expected 

positive exposure (EEPE), which is the positive exposures over time not addressing the negative 

exposures. And multiplying the EEPE with the alpha multiplier to get exposure at default. 

BCBS (2009) explicates that banks must identify exposures which may give rise to more GWWR. 

GWWR should be monitored after categories which are relevant for the business such as 

industry or product.  SWWR should be avoided by evading transactions where the underlying 

structure of the transactions can give rise to SWWR. Banks must have procedures in place to 

identify, monitor and control SWWR. Cases where there exists a legal connection between 

counterparty and issuer of an instrument and SWWR have been identified. The instruments 

under this connection are not to be included in the same netting set as other transactions with 

the counterparty. In cases of swaps with the legal connection of counterparty and issuer the 

exposure at default equals the full expected loss in the remaining fair value. Which implies that 

the issuer is defaulting as well, due to the correlation which generate SWWR. 

The alpha multiplier corrects the value due to the portfolio including volatility, correlation 

between exposures and GWWR. The multiplier is the simplest, most efficient way to address 

GWWR. The alpha multiplier is generally set to 1.4 under the internal modelling method which is 

reflecting a smaller derivatives portfolio. Banks may however have the option to estimate the 

alpha multiplier themselves under the internal modelling method which can then go as low as 

1.2 depending on the variation in portfolio and GWWR expectations (BCBS 2009). 

Under Basel III stressed EPE was introduced, it was introduced because the time before a crisis 

is usually “calm” and therefore estimating with historical data provides estimates which imply 
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less regulatory capital at the worst time. Stressed EPE is usually calculated using three years of 

historical data and one year of stress. The stress implies increasing credit spreads, then the 

parameters giving the highest effective EPE must be chosen in contrast to CVA where sums are 

used. The exposure at default will then increase when multiplied by the alpha factor and higher 

coverage of GWWR is attained (BCBS 2009). 

BCBS (2017) published a finalised post-crisis reform they explain two approaches of generating 

the CVA capital charge. Where the capital charge depends on correlations between counterparty 

risk and increases with CVA of each counterparty. The CVA is calculated using amongst other 

factors the exposure at default which as mentioned gets increased with the alpha multiplier. 

BCBS (2017) acknowledges three CVA hedge instruments which are single name credit default 

swap, single name contingent credit default swap and index credit default swap (explained 

further in chapter 4), these reduce the capital charge. 
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3. Literature overview 

In this section three different approaches in modelling WWR are brought up with some of their 

empirical findings. Their empirical results are on a simulated level under different 

circumstances. In order to analyse different methodologies and to deepen the understanding of 

WWR, the methodologies are valuable to include. Hull and White (2011) creates their 

probability of default dependent on the exposure while Rosen and Saunders (2012) does the 

opposite. Slime (2017) combines their approaches and remove another independency 

assumption. This part is somewhat technical but provides understanding of how WWR is 

modelled and how it affects CVA. 

3.1 Probability of default dependent on exposure 

Hull and White (2011) explains that the focus of their paper lies in derivatives which are cleared 

bilaterally without a CCP, therefore an OTC market. The net exposure towards counterparties is 

determined from the value of derivatives towards counterparties reduced with the collateral 

posted from the counterparties. 

From (eq. 2) the 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖  is the expected net exposure discounted to express value. The (1 − 𝑅) 

parameter reflects the loss, usually a mean value of recovery rate or an estimated value is used. 

The 𝑞𝑖  parameter reflects the unconditional marginal probability of default which implies risk 

neutrality since default it is independent of earlier default. Hull and White (2011) clarifies that 

the marginal probability of default is usually determined from the credit spread. Gregory (2012) 

explain that there is no single definition of credit spread but some common definitions is the 

premium of single-name CDS and bond prices compared to the risk-free rate. Hull and White 

(2011) continues to explain that the spread can be observed but also estimated from spread data 

of other companies. 

WWR is incorporated into the CVA calculation through a modification of the hazard rate. The 

risk neutral hazard rate according to Gregory (2012) includes recovery rate since it deducts a 

part of the expected loss, hazard rate is denoted as expected loss without recovery rate. Using 

the expression for average risk neutral hazard rate express probability of no default between 

zero and time 𝑡𝑖: 

exp [−
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖

1 − 𝑅
] 

           (eq. 5) 
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Using this expression, the marginal probability of default can be calculated with the current 

value of no default between zero and time 𝑡𝑖  subtracted with the lagged value: 

𝑞𝑖 = exp (
−𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖

1 − 𝑅
) − exp (

−𝑠𝑖−1𝑡𝑖−1

1 − 𝑅
) 

(eq. 6) 

Hull and White (2011) express the probability of default as conditional on the exposure or value 

of derivatives towards counterparties. In one of the ways they present the hazard rate to be 

conditional on exposure, the hazard rate increases linearly with the value of derivatives 

ℎ(𝑡) = ln[1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑏𝑤(𝑡))] . 

(eq. 7) 

The marginal probability of default can be expressed using the risk neutral hazard rate. The 

hazard rate is expressed as a function of the value of derivatives 𝑤. The 𝑎(𝑡) parameter which 

essentially is the intercept is determined so that the average survival probability until any 

longest maturity date, matches what is calculated from the term structure of credit spread for 

any simulation. However, the 𝑏 parameter is the important part for WWR since it is the 

sensitivity parameter of how hazard rate (and therefore marginal probability of default) is 

affected by the exposure. If the parameter is positive and therefore when exposure increases the 

probability of default also increases and exposure and marginal probability of default increase 

together, WWR exists. This hazard rate formulation can now be incorporated into the CVA 

equation to express WWR (Hull and White 2011). 

Empirically Hull and White (2011) illustrate what happens to the CVA, deltas (first order 

change) and gammas (second order change) with respect to exchange rate and spread. After a 

change in the sensitivity parameter has occurred. Hull and White (2011) uses different scenarios 

with different collateral thresholds and cure periods. The asset analysed is a forward contract to 

buy currency in one year. When the sensitivity parameter increases CVA increases 

unsurprisingly but depending on the threshold of collateral the change is different. Without 

collateral the CVA increases the most and with a threshold of zero CVA increases the least with 

respect to the increase in the sensitivity parameter. They change the sensitivity parameter to 

both negative and positive values, for the positive values the CVA increases in the 

uncollateralized case with 54,8% in the case of a forward contract to purchase a foreign 

currency. CVA increases with 40,5% in the opposite case to sell foreign currency. The changes in 

the sensitivity parameter is an increase with 0,03. 
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CVA changes are also illustrated due to sensitivity parameter under different scenarios of 

relation to the collateral threshold. In cases where the threshold is zero or below the CVA 

increase due to WWR is muted. However, in the case with a positive collateral threshold the 

largest changes were the exposures which did not initially reach the threshold, so it did not have 

any effect. When exposures breach the threshold the increase in CVA due to WWR is muted (Hull 

and White 2011). 

Deepened method, read for more understanding 

To calculate CVA Hull and White (2011) proposes an integral function 

𝐶𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅) ∫ 𝐹(𝑡)𝑉(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇

𝑡=0

. 

  (eq. 8) 

𝑇 is the longest maturity held by a derivatives dealer towards any counterparty. 𝑅 is the 

recovery rate, 𝑉(𝑡) is the value of derivate that pays off the exposure from the dealer of the 

derivate to the counterparty at time 𝑡. The expression 𝐹(𝑡) reflect the probability density of the 

risk-neutral time until default for the counterparty. 

Hull and White (2011) further explains what the net exposure is without collateral as a 

maximum to get positive values only: 

𝐸𝑁𝐶(𝑡) = max (𝑤(𝑡), 0) 

        (eq. 9) 

Where w(t) is the value of derivatives towards dealer at time 𝑡. This is the positive exposure 

which is relevant for the CVA measurement. The collateral including the factors mentioned is 

dependent on the cure period 𝑐 the threshold value 𝐾 and the independent amount 𝐼 

𝐶(𝑡) = max(𝑤(𝑡 − 𝑐) − 𝐾 + 𝐼, 0) . 

(eq. 10) 

 Now the positive net exposure can be expressed with exposure and collateral: 

𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑇(𝑡) = max(𝐸𝑁𝐶(𝑡) − 𝐶(𝑡), 0) 

(eq. 11) 
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Hull and White (2011) enlightens that given risk neutrality and discounted with the risk-free 

rate, 𝑉(𝑡) can be expressed as the expected net exposure. CVA (eq. 2) uses the marginal 

probability of default and the chosen times can be (0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) and 𝑡𝑛 = 𝑇. The discounted 

expected exposure 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖  is equally weighted between time 𝑡𝑖  and 𝑡𝑖−1. 

Hull and White (2011) express how CVA change due to change in credit spread using 

delta/gamma approximations: 

∆𝐶𝑉𝐴 = ∑ [𝑡𝑖 exp (
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖

1 − 𝑅
) − 𝑡𝑖−1 (

−𝑠𝑖−1𝑡𝑖.1

1 − 𝑅
)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖∆𝑠

+
1

2(1 − 𝑅)
∑ [𝑡𝑖−1

2 exp (
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖

1 − 𝑅
) − 𝑡𝑖

2 (
−𝑠𝑖−1𝑡𝑖.1

1 − 𝑅
)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖(∆𝑠)2 

(eq. 12) 

This expression shows how the CVA is affected by changes in the credit spread. This 

methodology corresponds to Basel III advanced approach for determining capital for CVA risk. In 

practice Monte Carlo simulations is used to calculate the expected exposure (Hull & White 

2011). An explanation of how Monte Carlo simulations work is brought up in the case study 

section. 

Hull and White (2011) presents two ways to incorporate WWR into the CVA calculation. Where 

the first equation is exponential change: 

ℎ𝑖𝑗 = exp(𝑎(𝑡𝑖
∗) + 𝑏𝑤𝑖𝑗) 

(eq. 13) 

The other way is linear change as in (eq. 7). The sensitivity parameter can be calibrated in two 

ways, either by historical data. The historical data needed is the credit spreads for the 

counterparty and what the value of current portfolio with the current party would have been. 

The other way involves subjective judgement of hazard rate from credit spread, value of 

derivatives and recovery rate. If there is a change in exposure the credit spread changes and 

hazard rate as well. Different values can be used and then solve for 𝑎(𝑡) and sensitivity 

parameter. The relation of hazard rate and exposure is deterministic and dependent on the value 

of the exposure (Hull & White 2011). 

The way that 𝑎(𝑡𝑖
∗) is determined for any 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 must be determined until 𝑡∗. To use this 

means that the following relationship for 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 is needed: 
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1

𝑚
∑ [∑ exp (−ℎ𝑖𝑗∆𝑡) 

𝑘

𝑖=1

]

𝑚

𝑗=1

= exp (−
𝑠𝑘𝑡𝑘

1 − 𝑅
) 

(eq. 14) 

Where ℎ𝑖𝑗 and 𝑤𝑖𝑗  are the values of ℎ(𝑡𝑖
∗) and 𝑤(𝑡𝑖

∗) on simulation 𝑗 and 𝑚 represent the number 

of simulation trials in total. To calculate 𝑘 is initially one and iteratively search for 𝑎(𝑡1
∗) from 

𝑤1𝑗 . This is used to determine ℎ1𝑗. After this search set 𝑘 equal to two and search again then set 

equal to three and so on. The exposure in the empirical section follows a geometric Brownian 

motion (random walk) and therefore hazard rate is stochastic. 

3.2 Market and credit correlation 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) uses the copula approach based on the methodology of Garcia 

Cespedes et al. (2010). The approach involves creating a distribution of exposure and correlating 

this to a distribution determining probability of default. A positive correlation between the 

distributions imply that as probability of default is increasing with exposure and WWR is at 

work. According to Rosen and Saunders (2012) their approach allows the user to assess the 

general and unsystematic WWR. In the methodology the codependence of exposure and default 

probabilities is modelled to capture the WWR. Rosen and Saunders (2012) bases their model in 

the approach given by Garcia Cespedes et al. (2010) and propose a formulation of CVA where the 

probability differ 

𝐶𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅𝑐) ∑ ∑ �̅�𝑖𝑗
+ ∗ 𝑃(𝜔𝑚 , 𝑡𝑖−1 ≤ 𝜏𝑐 ≤ 𝑡𝑖).

𝑚

𝑗=1

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

(eq. 15) 

Where 𝑅𝑐  reflect the recovery rate of counterparty since it is unilateral CVA (UCVA). The �̅�𝑖𝑗
+ 

parameter is the positive value weighted between the time 𝑗 and the previous period given 

scenario m the 𝑃 parameter stand for the joint probability of a given scenario and counterparty 

defaulting the time interval [𝑡𝑖−𝑗 , 𝑡𝑖]. In the case of no WWR (exposure and default independent) 

the probability is equal to the product of unconditional probability of being in the scenario and 

the unconditional default probability in the time interval [𝑡𝑖−𝑗 , 𝑡𝑖]. Rosen and Saunders (2012) 

presents CVA conditional on default: 
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𝐶𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅𝑐) ∑ 𝐸𝐸̅̅ ̅̅ +(𝑡𝑗|𝜏𝑐 = 𝑡𝑗)
𝑑

∗ 𝑞𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

(eq. 16) 

The 𝐸𝐸̅̅ ̅̅ + parameter stands for the expected positive exposure (since UCVA) given counterparty 

default in the interval [𝑡𝑖−𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 ]and the 𝑞𝑖  parameter is the probability of counterparty default in 

the 𝑖th time interval. Rosen and Saunders (2012) shows the positive exposure with the scenario 

probability 

𝐸𝐸̅̅ ̅̅ +(𝑡𝑖−1 ≤ 𝜏𝑐 ≤ 𝑡𝑖) = ∑ �̅�𝑖𝑗
+ ∗ 𝑃(

𝑚

𝑗=𝑖 

𝜔𝑚|𝑡𝑖−1 ≤ 𝜏𝑐 ≤ 𝑡𝑖). 

(eq. 17) 

The conditional future expected exposures are the weighted exposure in the interval only given 

new probabilities. To explain further, in the first function of CVA that there are two summations, 

which makes the time period and the occurring scenario relevant to the CVA. In the second CVA 

function there is only one summation and the second one is implied in the expected positive 

exposure. Which is now dependent on the default time and probability of being in a certain 

scenario. Then the probability of default and exposure is correlated through Gaussian copulas. 

Different Gaussian variables are used to generate the dependency of probability of default and 

exposure. They introduce a credit risk variable 𝑍 which drive probability of default and a market 

risk variable 𝑋 which drive exposure. The variables correlation is determining the WWR effect 

(Rosen and Saunders 2012). 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) also show how GWWR and SWWR can be estimated using their 

approach. When estimating GWWR the Gaussian variable driving exposure must reflect the 

entire market therefore the whole portfolio which in turn reflects the aggregate market. SWWR 

can be estimated on counterparty level by creating an individual Gaussian variable driving 

exposure specific to that counterparty. And then correlate to the other variables driving 

exposure and probability of default. They also show that SWWR might be more extreme since 

more parameters determine the correlation of exposure and credit worthiness (default 

probability) which makes stressed scenarios affect UCVA more. 

Empirically Rosen and Saunders (2012) show the effect of increased correlation, they use a 

portfolio of 70 counterparties and with increased market to credit correlation (further explained 

in the deepened part) the CVA increases. They present three different scenarios, the first 
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scenario the WWR is reflected for a diversified portfolio of all the 70 counterparties. Rosen and 

Saunders (2012) normalize the CVA to be equal to one in when there is no correlation. For the 

well diversified portfolio the CVA increases to 1,04 with correlation equal to one (100%). Then 

they specify a counterparty but still using the market factor of the whole portfolio 𝑋 the 

exposure distribution reflect the whole portfolio, now the CVA increases to 1,2 for this specific 

counterparty. Implying that a portfolio may contain counterparties that imply WWR differently. 

Using the same counterparty but generating an individual distribution based on the exposure of 

the specific counterparty of the simulated exposures the CVA increases to above two for 

correlation of one. Implying SWWR generates the biggest difference in CVA when WWR is 

exhibited. 

Deepened methodology 

To estimate the probabilities Rosen and Saunders (2012) begins by using the credit risk model. 

Consider a counterparty that defaults in the scenario that probability of default with a 

distribution variable reach a certain level 

𝑌𝑐 = −1𝐹𝑐(𝑡). 

(eq. 18) 

The 𝑌𝑐  parameter is a credit worthiness indicator and is a normal random variable. This 

expression represents a simple mapping of the default time to a normal variable. Garcia 

Cespedes et al. (2010) proposes the correlation with a standard normal systematic factor 𝑍: 

𝑌𝐶 = √𝜌𝑐 ∗ 𝑍 + √1 − 𝜌𝑐 ∗ 𝜖𝑐  

(eq. 19) 

 The 𝜖𝑐  also has a standard normal distribution and is independent from Z. And represents the 

unsystematic default risk of the counterparty. Rosen and Saunders (2012) show that the 

probability distribution given the systematic factor Z can be expressed with the counterparty 

distribution cumulative probability of default and the systemic factor 

𝐹𝑐(𝑡|𝑍) = (
−1(𝐹𝑐(𝑡)) − √𝜌𝑐𝑍

√1 − 𝑝𝑐

) . 

(eq. 20) 

In the following steps a distribution for the market risk is created which then is correlated to the 

distribution of the credit risk. To generate the market risk distribution firstly Monte Carlo 
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simulation is used to generate the exposures 𝑉 over 𝑘 time points and 𝑚 scenarios. A market         

variable 𝑋 is used to determine the exposure and is assumed to follow a standard normal 

distribution. The value of the 𝑋 variable determines the scenario that is realized. Thresholds of 

which scenario is realized are set to match the scenario probability. The threshold in the realized 

situation is larger or equal to 𝑋 but the previous threshold in the scenario before must be 

smaller than 𝑋.  Finally, it is assumed that the credit risk factor 𝑍 and the market risk factor 𝑋 

follow a joint bivariate normal distribution with a correlation factor (market and credit 

correlation). Depending on how the market risk factor was constructed the correlation will tell 

different things. If ordered in descending order high exposures and high default probabilities are 

likely to occur simultaneously (Rosen and Saunders 2012). 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) enlightens that GWWR is attained by correlating the market factor 𝑋 

to the credit risk factor as done above. SWWR can be estimated by taking a single market factor 

𝑋𝑐 of a counterparty which is known to affect the trade, and then correlate this to 𝑍 and 𝑌𝑐 . The 

codependence of the single market factor and specific creditworthiness indicator together give a 

more sensitive relationship: 

𝐵𝑐 = √𝑟 ∗ 𝜌𝐶  

(eq. 21) 

Which tells us that stronger codependence can be generated and therefore WWR can affect more 

in the specific scenario be stressing both parameters the market correlation 𝑟 and the 

counterparty correlation. 

3.3 Non-constant recovery rate 

Slime (2017) takes the WWR modelling one step further than the previous approaches. To 

model WWR Slime (2017) uses the approach of Hull and White (2011) to build the model of 

default probability. Slime (2017) uses the assumptions that default intensity follows a Poisson 

distribution. Jumping to his conclusion on the probability distribution using Monte Carlo 

simulations to minimize the relationship  

min
𝑎𝑖,𝑏𝑖𝜎𝑖

[
1

𝑀
∑ exp (− ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡

𝑘

𝑖=1

)

𝑀

𝑖=1

− 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑠𝑘 ∗ 𝑡𝑘

(1 − 𝑅)
)] , 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 . 

(eq. 22) 

with the hazard rate similarly as Hull and White (2011): 
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ℎ𝑖𝑗 = exp (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖�̃�𝑖𝑗 + 𝜎𝑖𝜀𝑖𝑗) 

(eq. 23) 

Simulated hazard rate and exposure is at 𝑡𝑖  in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ simulation. 𝑀 represents the number of 

Monte Carlo simulations and 𝑁 shows the number of times-steps. The spread matures at time 𝑡𝑘 . 

After the hazard rate have been built sequentially at each step. Slime (2017) uses the 

methodology of generating the correlation with the methodology proposed by Garcia Cespedes 

et al. (2010) using copulas to generate a bivariate distribution. Slime approximates EPE where 𝑐𝑠 

denotes the bivariate distribution at time 𝑠 for the distribution of exposure 𝐺𝑠 and the 

probability distribution 𝐹(𝑠) 

𝐸[𝑐𝑠(𝐺𝑠(�̃�), 𝐹(𝑠)) ∗ �̃�+(𝑠)] ≈
1

𝑀
∑ 𝑐𝑠

𝑀

𝑗=1

(𝐺𝑠(�̃�𝑗), 𝐹(𝑠)) ∗ �̃�𝑗
+(𝑠). 

(eq. 24) 

To generate the correlation between the exposure and probability of default Slime (2017) 

proposes two different approaches. One which involves minimizing the difference between 

simulated survival probabilities at time 𝑡𝑖  using the model proposed by Hull and White (2011) 

and the copula at each time step. The second approach uses the Spearman correlation which 

Daniel (1990) describes: 

𝑟(𝑡𝑖) = 1 −
6 ∗ ∑ 𝑑𝑘

𝐾 ∗ (𝐾2 − 1)
 

(eq. 25) 

 The correlation is estimated by 𝑟 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑟(𝑡𝑖)𝑁

𝑖=0  and 𝑑𝑘 = 𝑟𝑔(𝑃𝐷) − 𝑟𝑔(�̃�) which is the rank 

difference between exposure and probability of default. 𝐾 represents the number of 

observations.  

Slime (2017) presents his WWR model empirically by using a stochastic volatility model to 

generate put prices on CAC40 (French index) put option. It is apparent that as probability of 

default grows in an uncollateralized case the positive expected exposure also increases. Without 

WWR in the calculations expected exposure is unaffected by the changes in default probability.  

Using collateral with 10 days margin period the WWR exhibited values seems to be at a 

generally higher exposure level than without the WWR effect. But the difference does not 

increase for higher values of default probability. Implying that the collateral arrangement mute 

exposure increases. Without collateral the CVA grows roughly 17,5% while WWR is exhibited. 
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With collateral the CVA grows roughly 39% but bear in mind that the initial CVA level in the 

uncollateralized case is about eight times larger than the collateralized case. 

Slime (2017) introduces a term which he refers to as global wrong-way risk. In which the 

removes the assumption of a constant recovery rate. When removing this assumption another 

dependency in the calculations is created. He proposes two approaches, in the first one he builds 

a relation between the recovery rate and exposure. Then the exposure and probability of default 

is correlated. The second approach approximates the difference between global WWR CVA and 

the normal CVA. 

Slime (2017) empirically presents this in in a similar manner as the first WWR only for the 

global WWR CVA and global approximated WWR CVA the recovery rate can differ from 40% to 

1%. In the WWR CVA the recovery rate is assumed to be constant at 40%. Worth noting here is 

that the CVA including global WWR is the largest of all the CVA and nearly doubles the regular 

WWR. The approximated global WWR CVA is larger than the regular WWR CVA but not close the 

global WWR. In the case of global WWR applied on the same data as above the CVA grows in the 

uncollateralized case with roughly 98% and in the collateralized case roughly 140%. The 

approximated global WWR increases CVA with roughly 38% in the uncollateralized case. 
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4. Derivatives and factors relevant for case study 

The three methodologies of modelling WWR were mainly on portfolio level which helps to grasp 

the overall issue in WWR and how general correlations can generate WWR. The following 

section is dedicated to specific factors which may induce WWR as well as some insight in credit 

derivatives. The calculations in the case study are made on counterparty level stressed for both 

interest rate and FX changes. Therefore, knowledge of how specific factors can induce WWR are 

important to address. 

4.1 Interest rate effect on credit spreads 

For the case study it is important to understand how interest rate changes may affect the credit 

spreads (probability of default) of counterparties. Dufrense et al. (2001) explains different 

determinants for credit spread changes. Amongst the determinants of credit spread changes 

they regress with interest rate changes. The empirical results show that interest rate changes 

have an adverse relationship to credit spread changes. Which imply that as interest rate increase 

the credit spread decreases and vice versa. 

ECB (2007) claims a different correlation of credit spread and interest rate changes. The 

empirical results from their findings show that periods of low interest rate environment 

encourage relaxed lending and reduce the credit risk. When interest rate increase towards levels 

above average, the credit risk increase. In the low interest environment increased lending is 

natural as the loan spread will be low and banks subject themselves to higher risk taking. Just 

like the events of the Global financial crisis when the interest rate increased the default rate 

increased. 

Gregory (2012) describes that the adverse relationship of interest rate changes and credit 

spread can be explained by the recession environments. Low interest rates are usually 

accompanied with recession environments and higher default rates. 

4.2 Foreign exchange 

As mentioned earlier, relevant studies of FX movements (ceteris paribus) effect on credit spread 

is hard to find since different companies performance related to an appreciated or depreciated 

currency can vary a lot. However, FX risk can induce WWR at default. 

Levy (1999) provides a model for estimating the effect of a counterparty in a foreign currency 

trade. The default of the counterparty makes the exchange rate reduce which implies that our 

currency towards the counterparty appreciate. A floating rate cross currency swap where the 
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national bank pays foreign currency and receives domestic. If the foreign currency devaluates 

the exposure increases. The swap is essentially a domestic currency loan collateralized by 

foreign currency, if the foreign exchange devalues there essentially exists an uncollateralized 

part of our debt. They present a variable which they call residual value which represent the 

value which remain after the FX change due to default: 

𝐸′𝐹𝑋(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑉 ∗ 𝐸𝐹𝑋̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ (𝑡) 

(eq. 26) 

The left-hand side is the realized foreign exchange rate and the right-hand side is the residual 

value times the initial future foreign exchange value. Levy (1999) proposes to estimate the 

residual value by using historical data and estimate the residual value of the currency in 

different cases of default, then categorizes the residual value after the credit-ratings of the 

sovereigns. The higher the rating the less anticipated the default and less residual value remains 

due to ripple effects.  

In the CDS market residual values of a currency can be implied by comparing the price quotes of 

CDSs in domestic compared to a foreign currency. Therefore, potentially through the CDS market 

the FX implied wrong-way movements can be observed (Gregory 2012). 

4.3 Credit derivatives 

Credit derivatives is a financial instrument which transfers the credit risk from one party (the 

protection buyer) to another party (the protection seller). Single name CDS the buyer can pay 

upfront combined with periodic payments. If a credit event occur the seller transfers a pre-

settled amount to cover the default. Payments occur until a credit event (trigger) or maturity. 

WWR in credit derivatives is apparent from the structure of the transaction. A protection buyer 

gets a payoff in the case of a reference party defaults, the credit quality of the counterparty may 

be correlated to the reference party and WWR increases. A key aspect of counterparty risk is 

that the loss is determined by the credit exposure at default and the default time (credit event) is 

usually unknown (Gregory 2012). 

Contingent CDS (CCDS) has one key difference from CDSs is that the notional amount of 

protection is referenced to other transactions. CCDS can provide perfect protection since they 

can be linked to the exposure. CDSs have broader applications while CCDS are tailor-made to 

reduce counterparty risk. Gregory (2012) argues that the pricing of CCDS reflect WWR similarly 

to that of the FX pricing case and can work as a hedging tool against WWR. 
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A situation where two underlying variables are correlated is called cross-gamma, and a situation 

where credit worthiness and exposure are correlated can exhibit WWR. When hedging credit 

risk using CDSs if no cross correlation is assumed, the hedge covers the initial movement of CVA 

due to a FX or IR change for example. However cross gamma situation can generate situations 

with an amount which cannot be hedged. Index CDS is a tool specifically created to hedge against 

unwanted correlations. They work like the CCDS only contingent to an underlying index. 

Institutions can use specific index CDS to hedge market exposure and counterparty spread risk 

simultaneously. Which potentially can hedge unwanted correlations which lead to WWR 

(Gregory 2012). 
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5. Case study 

5.1 Data and calculation 

Wrong-way risk is as the previous parts suggest a broad concept which can surface in different 

scenarios and take on different forms. For my case study at the investment bank unilateral credit 

value adjustment (UCVA) was initially analysed. The UCVA is presented for different sub-

categories of counterparties and is then stressed (ceteris paribus) for one basis point change in 

interest rate (IR), one basis point change in foreign exchange rate (FX) and one class jump in the 

investment banks internal risk class rating (RC). When stressing IR and FX only the exposure in 

the calculation of CVA is affected and when the RC change one step only probability of default is 

affected in the CVA calculation. 

The analysis assesses how the IR and FX change affect probability of default and how internal 

risk class shift affect expected exposure in order to find WWR in the data. CSA can be set to 

either true of false. In the cases where it is true it implies that there is collateral posted. In the 

cases of false there is no collateral posted. Since the data pool comes from one investment bank, 

all observations are used. Gregory (2012) explain that the margin period of risk the period is the 

interval in which collateral is posted. In the calculations the margin period is assumed to be two 

weeks which implies that every 14th day collateral is posted. 

To calculate the UCVA and DVA of the exposures of the bank the proposed methodology of 

Gregory (2015) is used 

𝑈𝐶𝑉𝐴 = (1 − 𝑅𝑐) ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑗
+ 𝑞𝑗

𝑚

𝑗=1

. 

(eq. 27) 

The probability of default factor is generated depending of the type of counterparty and the 

internal risk class rating of the counterparty. For each sub-category of counterparties have a 

unique probability of default structure for the nine different risk classes. The risk classes are 

ordered from one to five where a risk class one has the least risk implied to it and five have the 

most risk implied to the counterparty. The probability structures are generated from historical 

data and based on each different counterparty class. Since the same probability of default 

structure is reused and not re-estimated the probability of default term is not computationally 

demanding compared to the expected exposure term. The two risk class measurements are risk 

of financial distress (RFD) and financial resistance (FR). What level each counterparty gets 
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assigned is determined internally by the bank from a combination of quantitative measurements 

and qualitative reasoning. The internal rating and its changes generate counterparty specific 

stress testing not due to macroeconomic factors. 

The expected exposure term in the unilateral CVA case (only including positive exposure, 

counterparty recovery rate and default probability). Is generated through Monte Carlo 

simulations. The output is presented in several ways through tables of descriptive statistics. 

Amongst which there is a margin of error which imply the length of the potential error in the 

mean value at 95% confidence. Seemingly if the absolute value of the mean exceeds the Margin 

of Error it is different from zero at 5 % significance level. The distributions in some cases can be 

considered skew (especially in the cases with few observations) which might be misleading, but 

the margin of error is only used as an indicator of the direction of the mean values. 

The tables are presented on aggregate level and on specific counterparty class level to show 

some differences of the different kinds of counterparties. DVA data is also generated through the 

methodology of Gregory (2015) and is added to the UCVA to generate BCVA which is presented 

on aggregated level. 

Some linear (ordinary least square) regressions are also presented to show what values of 

variables are associated certain values of the shift variables. Also, to show how one unit changes 

in variables affect the different shift variables. The dependent variable in the regressions is the 

change in UCVA from the different shifts: 

𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡1 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐶𝑆𝐴 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡2 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡3 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝑅𝐹𝐷 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐹𝑅 

(eq. 28) 

Where the CSA variable is a dummy variable indicating whether there is a CSA or not. Base is 

simply the baseline value of CVA towards the counterparty. The shift variable depend on what 

shift is currently the dependent variable. If for example IR is dependent, FX and RC shift are 

independent. RFD and FR are the internal ratings. 

Deepened methodology of how measures are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations 

Gregory (2015) explains how the expected exposure can be estimated using a Monte Carlo 

methodology. To simulate the expected credit exposures a model and risk factors is required to 

be able to generate scenarios. 
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The model chosen for interest rate (𝑟𝑡) is the model of Hull and White (1990), which they 

present as: 

𝑑𝑟𝑡 = [𝜃(𝑡) − 𝑎𝑟𝑡] + 𝜎𝑟𝑑𝑊𝑡 

(eq. 29) 

Which is a mean reverting with a stochastic process (Brownian motion) 𝑊𝑡. Where 𝑎 dictates the 

power of the mean reversion and 𝜃(𝑡) is the mean reversion parameter dependent on time. This 

model can be calibrated using historical data and since it follows a Brownian motion scenario 

generation will be straightforward. 

Gregory (2015) describes that FX rates (𝑋𝑡) can be modelled using a geometric Brownian 

motion. Das and Sundaram (1999) explains how the geometric Brownian Motion works and its 

properties which is reflected in the FX model 

𝑑𝑋𝑡

𝑋𝑡
= 𝑘[𝜃 − ln (𝑋𝑡)] + 𝜎𝐹𝑋(𝑡)𝑑𝑊𝑡 . 

(eq. 30) 

In this formula the 𝜃 represent a mean level (unaffected by time). The 𝑘 is the rate of mean 

reversion. Seemingly the reversion parameter in the FX model differ from the interest rate since 

the power or rate is in the interest rate directly multiplied with the interest rate. However, in the 

FX case the rate parameter is multiplied by both mean level and the logarithm of the FX rate. and 

Using historical data in the calibration the mean reversion parameter will of course be 

important, since the FX rate should not go towards unrealistic values. 

The bank has pre-determined risk factors and using these underlying models’ simulation of 

scenarios can be generated. Scenarios is basically series realised risk factors which occurs 

randomly (but can be correlated) and affects the underlying models. Depending of the number of 

time grids where factors are realised, the more continuous the estimation becomes. Therefore, 

the number of observations during the maturity period of the transactions will help reflect how 

simulated exposure changes over time. 

What we end up with after this step is several scenarios (1000) which uniquely affect the 

underlying models (interest rate and foreign exchange) individually. The next step is to 

incorporate these scenarios and the value of interest rate and foreign exchange given underlying 

model into the valuation model of the underlying transaction as explained in chapter two. And 

on average the Monte Carlo simulation should generate a correct estimation of the future 
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exposure (given the inputs). Now we have the future value for transaction, simulation and time 

step. Gregory (2015) describes that aggregation of these values is necessary by for example 

summing the future values per transaction, counterparty or netting set. 

For the case study measurements, observations of UCVA and DVA which is used the number of 

generated scenarios is 1000. There are 121 time-buckets where the scenarios and values are 

realised. The time-buckets are more commonly occurring the first 28 days where there is a 

factor and realisation every day. In the span of one month up till two years one factor is realised 

each month. In the interval of two years until 20 years one factor is realised every quarter until 

maturity. What we end up with is a grid of 121 ∗ 1000 = 121000 observations of different risk 

factors in a given path. And along every simulation or path the foreign exchange rate and 

interest rate is reflected 121 times. Which dependent of the realized risk factor and underlying 

model for interest rate and foreign exchange as mentioned above. When stressing or addressing 

the difference due to the shifts the change from the shift is added “on top” of the scenario for the 

underlying model. Then the difference is attained from incorporating the new realised levels 

(with the shift) into the valuation of the underlying transaction. 

The actual UCVA is calculated using the Monte Carlo simulated exposures and the method 

proposed by Gregory (2015) is used. To summarize the method, consider the two scenarios that 

the counterparty default before (𝜏 < 𝑇) or after (𝜏 > 𝑇) the maturity time  𝑇. Presenting the 

risky value using index variable 𝐼 for default time as: 

�̃�(𝑡, 𝑇) = 𝐸𝑄[𝐼(𝜏 > 𝑇)𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇) + 𝐼(𝜏 < 𝑇)𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇) + 𝐼(𝜏 < 𝑇)(𝑅𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇)+ + 𝑉(𝜏, 𝑇)−)] 

(eq. 31) 

Where the 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇) expressions are payments until default, the following expression with 

𝑅𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇)+ which is the positive residual value from the default i.e. default payoff and 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇)− is 

negative exposure at default which imply default payment. Making some simplifications and 

using the relation that the risky value  

�̃�(𝑡, 𝑇) = 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇) − 𝐶𝑉𝐴(𝑡, 𝑇). 

(eq. 32) 

The initial relationship can be written using: 

�̃�(𝑡, 𝑇) = 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇) − 𝐸𝑄[(1 − 𝑅)𝐼(𝜏 < 𝑇)𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇)+] 

(eq. 33) 
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Implying that CVA can be formulated with the last term: 

𝐶𝑉𝐴(𝑡, 𝑇) = 𝐸𝑄[(1 − 𝑅)𝐼(𝜏 < 𝑇)𝑉(𝑡, 𝑇)+] 

(eq. 34) 

From this derivation it is apparent that CVA depend on netting arrangements between the 

counterparty and the institution. Since the default payoff depend on whether it is positive or 

negative exposure towards the counterparty at its default. Gregory (2015) also explain how to 

get from the CVA expression now derived to the classical one proposed earlier. To do this firstly 

a mean or estimated recovery value is used denoted �̅� secondly if the exposure given default at 

time 𝑢 is equal to exposure without given default i.e. no WWR. Adding a discount factor CVA is 

then formulated using an integral function 

𝐶𝑉𝐴(𝑡, 𝑇) = −(1 − �̅�)𝐸𝑄 [∫ 𝐵(𝑢, 𝑡)𝑉(𝑢, 𝑇)+𝑑𝐹(𝑡, 𝑢)

𝑇

𝑡

] . 

(eq. 35) 

The change in cumulative probability of default can be written as the marginal probability of 

default. The expected exposure is written as 𝐸𝐸𝑑(𝑢, 𝑇) = 𝐸𝑄[𝐵(𝑢, 𝑡)𝑉(𝑢, 𝑇)+]. Finally using the 

expected exposure expression and writing it in the classical formula with 𝑚 periods by taking 

specific values at the time periods of the integral 

𝐶𝑉𝐴(𝑡, 𝑇) ≈ (1 − �̅�) ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑞𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

. 

(eq. 36) 

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑖  is the usual weighted exposure and discounted, since the integral is continuous this is an 

approximation which gets more accurate the more periods you include. 121 as mentioned is 

used for the underlying bank data. 

5.2 Results and implications of wrong-way risk 

The analysis of the exposures as mentioned does not follow the portfolio methodologies of 

quantifying WWR on portfolio level. Since in these calculations the exposure and probability of 

default is assumed to be non-correlated. The UCVA calculations are used without quantifying 

WWR. WWR is addressed by letting the shifts substitute as a link between the exposure and 
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probability of default. Since half the story is given in every calculation, the other half is 

addressed qualitatively. 

Considering the mathematical approach of the stress testing that the interest rate one basis 

point change (ceteris paribus) reduces the CVA (CVA is negatively denominated so reduction in 

CVA is positive value of shits). That implies that the expected exposure parameter reduces with 

the interest rate increase. Since the CVA becomes smaller and only the exposure moves. The FX 

shift follow a similar pattern the FX shift imply a one basis point devaluation of SEK. In the cases 

of negative percentage due to FX shift the CVA reduce and therefore exposure decreases. In case 

of risk class shift it implies a jump in the internal rating for the counterparty which only affect 

the probability of default. So, a jump in risk class to a worse class increases the CVA due to 

changes in the probability of default which also increases. Worth noting is that percentages in 

table 1 are divided, therefore negative percentages imply CVA reduction. 

Initially look at aggregate level in the overview table (table 1) and the descriptive statistics table 

for UCVA (including all observations) (table 2). The different sub exposure classes are; small 

retail, small corporations, retail no limit required, small real estate corporation, real estate 

corporation, large corporations, small housing co-operative, insurance and institution. Taking 

into consideration the empirical result of Dufrense et al. (2001) there seem to be a lot of 

scenarios where WWR could be exhibited. Since the relationship of interest rate and exposure in 

most of the scenarios is adversely correlated. Which imply that if the interest rates go down the 

exposure go up and the probability of default is higher. In the tables IR shift generally causes 

exposure to go down which imply that IR reduction would imply that exposure go up (the 

exposure changes in relation to the stress tests are close to linear). There are two scenarios 

where there seem to be the opposite of WWR when there is a CSA in the corporate case and 

where there is not a CSA in the insurance corporate case (table 1). However, that observation is 

relatively small. 

Table 1: Base value UCVA for different sub-groups of counterparties, how much FX and IR shift affect base 

and percentage change in UCVA from shifts. 

Summary CSA Base UCVA sum 

(kSEK) 

FX shift Sum 

(kSEK) 

IR shift sum 

(kSEK) 

FX shift 

% of base 

IR shift % 

of base 

SME Retail FALSE -7009,28 683,10 2,17 -9,75 -0,03 

SME Corp FALSE -1621809,31 65912,24 10552,44 -4,06 -0,65 
 

TRUE -518453,23 6272,71 710,99 -1,21 -0,13 

Retail NLR FALSE -1562,50 320,65 0,10 -20,52 -0,01 

Real Estate SME Corp FALSE -21255536,98 191007,24 185315,71 -0,90 -0,87 
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Real Estate Corp FALSE -14946785,37 73013,93 139658,34 -0,49 -0,93 

Corporate FALSE -28400489,29 748511,85 142611,87 -2,64 -0,50 
 

TRUE -36851,68 522,32 -818,05 -1,42 2,22 

Housing Co-op SME FALSE -362104,72 3583,63 5341,74 -0,99 -1,48 

Insurance FALSE -10790,10 37,92 -44,28 -0,35 0,41 
 

TRUE -80603,71 1329,43 800,83 -1,65 -0,99 

Institution TRUE -9659056,97 222591,15 47848,70 -2,30 -0,50 

Sum 
 

-76901053,13 1313786,15 531980,57 
  

Table 2: Aggregate UCVA table for all observations including risk class. Also, how the shifts affect the 

UCVA. 

UCVA and rating aggregate Base (kSEK) FX shift (kSEK) IR shift (kSEK) RC shift (kSEK) RFD FR 
       

Mean -48193,38 823,46 334,51 -46283,16 2,12 1,76 

Standard Error 9656,59 256,51 65,08 7076,50 0,02 0,02 

Median -252,66 1,77 0,02 -326,86 2,00 2,00 

Range 10719697,18 349780,26 56087,58 7318602,56 5,00 5,00 

Minimum -10719697,18 -1673,14 -818,98 -7318602,56 0,00 0,00 

Maximum 0,00 348107,11 55268,59 0,00 5,00 5,00 

Sum -77253980,32 1319997,84 536215,95 -74191910,60 3403 2816 

Count 1603 1603 1603 1603 1603 1603 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 18940,87 503,12 127,65 13880,18 0,04 0,04 

       

The trades which the CVA is calculated for mostly consist of derivatives used to hedge the 

underlying market variables. Due to the hedging nature of the underlying derivate, consider 

what happen when interest rates go up or down. If interest rates go up a company which is 

paying fixed interest rate in a swap is in a beneficial position and the exposure for the bank 

decreases. Increasing interest rates is favourable for the counterparty on the derivate level, 

considering an interest rate vanilla swap. Speculating about what will happen with the 

probability of default it might be the direct opposite of what Dufrense et al. (2001) implied.  ECB 

(2007) show the opposite relation of interest rate and default probability. Due to the structure of 

the instrument and nature of business, falling interest rates might be directly involved with 

increased credit quality. The cases where exposure increases with interest rate (IR shift with 

negative sign) it might be the more dangerous part. Since if interest rates go up debt of the 

company becomes more expensive and credit quality may deteriorate so if interest rate 

increases are associated with increased exposure it might be the unfavourable relation. The 

empirical evidence of Dufrense et al. (2001) is hard to apply in the economy of today since as of 
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currently there is currently a low interest rate environment but not a recession environment. 

The next downturn might be implied by an increased interest rate which increases cost of debt 

due to the long period of low interest and defaults occur. Scenarios with increased exposure 

with increased interest rate is logically more sensible to be associated with WWR in the current 

market. 

In the FX stress case if SEK depreciate the exposure reduces. Empirical findings of FX correlation 

with credit quality (ceteris paribus) is limited as mentioned. It depends allot of the kind of 

business such as being an importer or exporter, FX is also closely related to interest rate. 

Considering currency swaps where the bank pays foreign currency and receive domestic. The FX 

shift imply a weaker domestic currency and reduced exposure. Which imply that the derivate is 

beneficial for the counterparty. Therefore, the CVA calculations follow what Levy (1999) states 

about the exposure change. Finding the relation of FX rate with the probability of default is 

important to be able to find WWR effects. In the aggregated market cases devaluation of SEK 

decreases exposure. 

Both interest rate and FX are underlying macroeconomic factors so the shifts in FX and interest 

would give rise to GWWR. And just like the different methodologies proposed to calculate 

GWWR the most important part comes down to the correlation between exposure and 

probability of default. When analysing the RC shifts it would give rise to WWR due to the 

counterparty and therefore structural relationships which would give rise to SWWR. Overall, the 

goal of the study is to find unfavourable relationships of macroeconomic and counterparty 

specific variables which incline WWR. 

The corporate case with CSA shows the adverse relationship from most of the other 

observations and exposure grow with interest rate. Due to the overall market shape and the 

counterparty being vulnerable towards interest rate increase this might be WWR. But there is a 

CSA which limits the exposure as Hull and White (2011) describes. Which have also been shown 

empirically by Hull and White (2011) and Slime (2017). There are relatively large differences 

between how the exposure change depending on counterparty sub classes. For retail 

counterparties the FX shift changes the exposure the most in relation to the CVA (table 1). The 

retail exposure group is generally associated with an individual or a group of individuals. These 

seem sensitive towards FX changes. By using cross currency swaps in case of a devaluation of 

the SEK they seek protection. In case the SEK strengthens they make a loss on the derivate. Real 

estate businesses and insurance counterparties seems to be less affected by the stress scenarios. 

Another factor is that counterparties vary in debt ratios and FX exposure so that companies 

which might be influenced by WWR in this simple analogy might vary in realized scenarios. On 
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the aggregated level there seem to be little or no WWR and therefore specifying for the different 

sub classes might reflect sensitivity towards WWR more precisely. 

Checking unique observations of the stress tests, there are cases of increased exposure with 

increased interest rates. Implying that there might be underlying WWR in the exposure towards 

the counterparties, but it is generally small. 

In the following segment the UCVA of the different counterparty sub-groups are analysed, they 

are presented in table 9 (table 9) located in the appendices. Worth noting is that there are in 

total fewer observations in this table than the UCVA aggregate since some counterparties are not 

in a specific sub exposure class. 

Starting off with the different retail counterparties for which there are unilateral CVA 

calculations for small retail and small retail no limit required. For these counterparties there is 

no CSA. In the small retail categories, the shifts in exposure due to interest rate shifts are close to 

zero and on average not significantly different from zero (using five percent significance level 

here and onward). The FX shifts do however have a large effect in relation to the baseline CVA as 

mentioned above. Overall the exposure of the derivatives will reduce with the FX shifts but is not 

significantly different from zero, but it is close.  There are only a few observations where 

exposure increases with devaluation of SEK, which implies that as SEK devaluate the exposure 

towards the counterparty increase and the retail counterparty pays more for foreign goods (at 

the same time as making loss on derivatives). Which could be a scenario where WWR is 

exhibited. But we must also consider that a weaker currency could generate higher demand 

from abroad. The internal rating of the different retailers differs between the small retail 

counterparties which have a relatively better internal rating than the no limit required.  

In the small corporates group, generally the FX shift and IR shift reduces exposure and that there 

are no special cases where exposure increase in the case of interest rate increases. In the FX case 

there are small increases. The FX effect on UCVA is significantly different from zero at five 

percent significance level while the IR effect is close. For small corporates where there is a CSA 

there is a similar pattern only that the change in UCVA is relatively muted and not significantly 

different from zero, but there are also only six observations in this category which makes an 

overall picture hard to attain. 

For large corporations which is one of the main drivers for CVA overall with a large amount of 

observations (with no CSA) as well as large values of baseline CVA. The overall trend as per most 

cases is a reduced exposure with the macro variable shifts and is significantly different from 
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zero. However, in the large corporate case the largest observations with increased exposure due 

to the shifts can be observed. These cases are potentially WWR induced. With CSA the adverse 

relation is shown as mentioned above. There are limited observations in this category as well 

and the adverse relation is not significantly different from zero. But in this case the WWR effect 

is most apparent given that IR increases also come with increased probability of default. 

In the counterparty category insurance, there are only observations of reductions in exposure 

with the shifts when there is a CSA. Unsurprisingly the mean value of the change is significantly 

different from zero. However, when there is no CSA there are observations with increased 

exposure with IR and FX shifts but there are only a few observations rendering the output 

insignificant. But the mean value is towards increased exposure with the IR shifts and towards 

decreased with the FX shift. 

In the sub exposure group institution, all observations are covered with a CSA and the overall 

trend goes towards reduced exposure but there are a few cases where exposure increases with 

IR and FX. However, it is not significantly different from zero. 

For the real estate counterparties the smaller real estate companies have almost no increased 

exposure with the shifts and the exposure reduction for the counterparty subgroup is 

significantly different from zero at five percent significance, while the larger real estate 

counterparties have small increase due to interest rate shift and relatively larger for FX shift. But 

as the other classes the trend goes towards reduced exposure with the shifts which is also 

significantly different from zero. There are no cases of CSA for the real estate firms. They are also 

one of the main drivers for CVA calculations and considering their business which generally 

involves big investments increased exposure with interest rate ought to be a WWR scenario. 

Housing co-operatives (small) shows almost no increase in exposure with the shifts and in this 

sub-group exposure reductions also came out significantly different from zero. 

In summary the most interesting observations as of currently are those where the CVA grow 

with the interest rate increase. Bringing the actual values into discussion, (table 2) shows that on 

average the unilateral CVA is about 48000 kSEK and the one basis point devaluation in SEK on 

average reduce UCVA with roughly 800 kSEK and the one basis point increase in interest rate 

reduce the UCVA on average with 300 kSEK. Amongst the shifts there are drivers of the mean 

value depending on sub exposure class (table 9). The biggest shifts belong to the large 

corporates, with no CSA there is one observation of CVA reducing with roughly 55000 kSEK with 

the IR shift. With CSA the CVA increase with roughly 800 kSEK with the same interest rate 

increase. The biggest CVA increase with interest rate without a CSA is in the real estate corporate 
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case with an increase in CVA with 127 kSEK with the interest rate increase. Considering that 

there is no CSA this exposure could potentially be dangerous in a WWR perspective since 

probability of default ought to increase as well. 

The risk class shifts can also give a picture of counterparties in which WWR might be exhibited 

but under reasoning which might be considered extensive. Looking in (table 2) again, the UCVA 

always tend to increase with a RC shift and that there are cases where the RC shifts result in no 

change in UCVA. However, the cases of no increase in UCVA are due to lack of data. This pattern 

is unsurprising since the RC shifts always increase the probability of default and therefore UCVA 

should always increase. The rating is based on quantitative risk measurements and qualitative 

reasoning and there is nothing specifically that would imply that the value of swaps (exposure) 

against the counterparty would increase with the RC shifts. The only scenario in which WWR 

would be exhibited is if the RC shift is too small and that exposure might be increasing but not 

enough to off put the RC shift effect on UCVA, however that statement has nothing supporting it. 

Therefore, it seems that the structural relationship of transactions only considering the credit 

quality of the counterparty (ceteris paribus) to be free from WWR. 

DVA data can be used for the case study as well. As Gregory (2015) explains in (eq. 3), DVA 

reduces the BCVA. If the negative expected exposure and probability the banks default is 

negatively correlated, so that as negative expected exposure decreases (goes towards zero) 

probability of default for the bank (issuer) increases it is an unfavourable relation. Since the 

positive exposure would be a large a possible at the time of default. Also, the impact of the shifts 

in this case BCVA would increase more than UCVA alone. Instead of specifying for specific 

counterparties the DVA data is summarized on aggregate level over all observations (table 3). 

The output show that there are situations where negative expected exposure (NEE) increases 

(farther away from zero) and decreases due to the IR and FX shifts. The difference now is that 

DVA consider the banks own probability of default. Simplify the relation by assuming that 

probability of default increases with interest rate shifts. If NEE increases with interest rate that 

becomes a favourable scenario (ceteris paribus). There is a bigger spread to the changes in DVA 

due to shifts, positive and negative values seem common. Compared to BCVA (table 4). The 

unilateral CVA WWR seemed rare but applying the same analogy for DVA WWR seems common 

but with DVA being a part of BCVA and more relevant to include together with CVA. DVA is a 

benefit for the issuer as Gregory (2012) explains and to assess the risk, unilateral CVA is 

commonly used alone. Therefore, instead of considering DVA alone the net effect of shifts on 

both CVA and DVA is more relevant. Scenarios where net positive exposure increase with the 

shifts are interesting in a WWR perspective. 
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Table 3: DVA for all observations and how shifts affect it. 

DVA aggregate Base (kSEK) FX shift (kSEK) IR shift (kSEK) RC shift (kSEK) 

     
Mean 5741,75 -55,09 10,88 5869,76 

Standard Error 1161,25 35,80 11,70 1105,10 

Median 17,40 -0,01 0,00 19,71 

Range 1125511,33 62867,71 21160,59 1115095,39 

Minimum 0,00 -54129,96 -17268,28 0,00 

Maximum 1125511,33 8737,75 3892,32 1115095,39 

Sum 9204027,84 -88308,44 17439,26 9409222,40 

Count 1603 1603 1603 1603 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 2277,72 70,22 22,94 2167,60 

Table 4: How BCVA is affected by shifts. 

 
BCVA FX shift (kSEK) BCVA IR shift (kSEK) BCVA RC shift (kSEK) 

    
Mean 768,37 345,39 -40413,41 

Standard Error 249,09 64,30 6365,52 

Median 1,49 0,04 -238,56 

Range 359313,16 59957,33 6346925,26 

Minimum -3730,25 -860,53 -6203507,17 

Maximum 355582,91 59096,80 143418,09 

Sum 1231689,40 553655,22 -64782688,21 

Count 1603 1603 1603 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 488,58 126,11 12485,61 

The mean value for all summed effects of both FX and IR shifts is positive and different from 

zero. Implying that the net exposure reduces with the shifts on average. It seems that the 

suspicious scenarios in the case of UCVA is also suspicious in the case of the summed shifts for 

both UCVA and DVA. Which imply that the UCVA is the main driver of the exposure. But there are 

a few observations where the DVA drives the exposure due to the IR shift. Which mean that the 

negative exposure goes towards zero to a higher degree than the exposure in the UCVA reduces 

with the shift and that the net effect is negative. Which would be a scenario where WWR is 

exhibited under the assumption that probability of default and interest rate is positively 

correlated. In the case of a bank it might be a crude assumption to claim that increasing interest 

rate will increase the banks default probability. But generally, DVA is not considered with WWR 

at least from a regulatory view. However, under the same analogy as CVA this would be WWR. 
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Since DVA addresses the investment banks own default probability and exposure towards the 

counterparties DVA is not as relevant in a WWR perspective, the study focusses on UCVA since it 

has to do with the counterparty directly and the DVA is only a gain if the investment bank itself 

defaults. Even if the counterparty defaults the bank cannot walk away from the negative 

exposure as Gregory (2012) mentions. 

In the aggregated DVA table (table 3) the smallest observation in the case of IR shift is a 

reduction in DVA of 17000 kSEK while the largest is an increase with roughly 4000 kSEK. The 

reduction in DVA imply that the BCVA for the counterparty would increase with IR given that the 

CVA remain unchanged. This effect would seem as the biggest WWR effect in all the tables 

(ceteris paribus). But is more relevant to include together with CVA as mentioned. In the BCVA 

shift table (table 4) the biggest BCVA increase with interest rate change is 860 kSEK. Implying as 

mentioned above that the biggest cases of DVA which could be deemed dangerous is offset by 

the CVA changes. And makes netting on counterparty level an important aspect of counterparty 

credit risk since almost the whole implied DVA WWR is muted.  

Addressing the RC shifts under this analogy in both (table 3 & table 4) the DVA does not surprise 

since it generally increases and therefore grows with the RC shift of the bank itself due to the 

probability of default increasing. In the BCVA case there are observations where the overall 

BCVA reduces with the RC shifts (the maximum value). The positive values of change in BCVA 

due to RC shifts are the interesting observations in this case. This is probably the purest case of 

WWR in the entire data set. Since the overall BCVA reduces which means that the value 

including risk towards the counterparty increases when probability of default is guaranteed to 

increase due to the mathematical approach that RC shifts increase the probability of default. It 

also inclines that there might be relationships where the counterparty is associated with more 

risk while the overall exposure increases and therefore gives rise to SWWR. 

The regressions are made so that the shift variable change in UCVA is the dependent variable 

while the other variables are independent in the regressions. Worth noting in this case as well is 

that a few observations have been excluded since they were misleading for the regression. Since 

the excluded variables did not have full values and therefore could not be included. However, in 

the previous statistics they did not have any effect. The unit throughout the regressions are 

kSEK. 

In the first regression interest rate shift is the dependent variable. Worth noting is that a positive 

IR change imply exposure reduction and negative imply exposure increase. If there is a CSA (CSA 

is a dummy variable), the size of the exposure due to the shifts increases. The base value 
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coefficient implies that the larger the base CVA (base is negatively denominated) the less will 

exposure increase in the shifts. FX shifts show a similar pattern that if it is increasing positively 

(reduced exposure effect on FX shift) imply that the IR shift will increase exposure. RC shifts 

show similar pattern and is generally negative, the more negative it is (increasing CVA due to 

higher probability of default) the more it implies that exposure effect from IR shift will reduce. 

The actual level of internal rating came out insignificant which imply that it does not determine 

the value of IR shift. Connecting to the empirical findings of Hull and White (2011) and Slime 

(2017) whom show that CVA and WWR tends to be muted from collateral arrangements the CSA 

dummy variable would perhaps be more intuitively likely to be associated with a reduction in 

the interest rate shift of UCVA. 

Table 5: Regression of IR shift effect on UCVA as dependent variable and rest of variables as independent 

variables. 

Regression Statistics 
   

Multiple R 0,934 
   

R Square 0,872 
   

Adjusted R Square 0,871 
   

Standard Error 946,900 
   

Observations 1565 
   

     
  Coefficients Standard Error t-stat p-value 

Intercept -66,652 76,685 -0,869 0,385 

CSA -293,754 97,533 -3,012 0,003 

Base -0,005 0,000 -51,799 0,000 

FX shift -0,054 0,003 -19,204 0,000 

RC shift -0,003 0,000 -20,542 0,000 

RFD 16,592 35,156 0,472 0,637 

FR 26,810 38,063 0,704 0,481 

The FX regression looks like the IR shift regression only that the reported significance of CSA is 

insignificant. FX shift values seem to vary more than IR in the data, and it might be an 

explanation. The shifts affect similarly to IR. The IR shift variables size have a significant effect 

on the FX shift, if the IR shift variable increases (exposure reduces with IR shift) the FX shift 

increases exposure. The risk of financial distress rating came out closer to significant in this case, 

it tends to increase the positive value of FX which implies reduced exposure. 

Table 6: Regression with FX shift effect on UCVA as dependent variable and rest of variables as 

independent variables. 
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Regression Statistics 
   

Multiple R 0,673 
   

R Square 0,453 
   

Adjusted R Square 0,451 
   

Standard Error 7703,218 
   

Observations 1565 
   

     
  Coefficients Standard Error   t-stat p-value 

Intercept -958,990 623,528 -1,538 0,124 

CSA -1196,146 795,178 -1,504 0,133 

Base -0,019 0,001 -15,823 0,000 

IR shift -3,559 0,185 -19,204 0,000 

RC shift -0,026 0,001 -22,425 0,000 

RFD 423,488 285,823 1,482 0,139 

FR 9,791 309,696 0,032 0,975 

The RC regression seems to be affected by CSA, values of IR- and FX shift and is close to 

significant at the actual values of internal rating. It seems surprising that the values of internal 

rating came out insignificant. Since the RC is generally negative it seems that IR- and FX shift 

variables when moving towards reduced exposure increases the change in CVA with the RC 

shifts. Most surprisingly is perhaps that the change in internal ratings move the RC shifts in 

different directions. Increase in RFD tends to make the RC shifts increase CVA while increase in 

financial resistance (FR) tends to make the RC shifts reduce CVA. But since the internal ratings 

tell different things their anticipated effect can be hard to tell. Perhaps it is more dangerous if a 

counterparty on a low internal rating move one class or the other way around. 

Table 7: Regression with RC shift effect on UCVA as dependent variable and rest of variables as 

independent variables. 

Regression Statistics 
   

Multiple R 0,858 
   

R Square 0,736 
   

Adjusted R Square 0,735 
   

Standard Error 147541,825 
   

Observations 1565 
   

     
  Coefficients Standard Error t-stat p-value 

Intercept -11306,533 11948,223 -0,946 0,344 

CSA -60354,561 15164,413 -3,980 0,000 
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Base 0,014 0,025 0,565 0,572 

IR shift -71,932 3,502 -20,542 0,000 

FX shift -9,461 0,422 -22,425 0,000 

RFD -8383,575 5474,181 -1,531 0,126 

FR 10900,940 5925,254 1,840 0,066 

Overall from these results it is hard to find any unfavourable movements within the regressions. 

The higher the base values of CVA the less will the shifts affect negatively. It seems that if values 

go to larger potentially dangerous positions the shifts move to values which would not be 

associated with WWR. These regressions imply overall that on aggregate level the investment 

bank have low WWR exposure and that generally when the stakes are higher the potential WWR 

is lower.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Mitigating wrong-way risk 

The approach which the Basel Committee regulations take towards WWR simply increase 

exposure at default by a multiplier which in turn will make the capital reserves larger. Which of 

course will help if WWR is exhibited since the exposure at default might be larger than 

anticipated. The modelling approaches also increases the pricing of counterparty risk and can be 

incorporated into risk management and therefore be more prepared. Since the approaches work 

towards handling a risk, the actual outcome in the future is uncertain and aggregated 

approaches which increase the capital reserve or make us invest in protection result in 

alternative costs. 

Identification of SWWR can seem simple since it has to do with the underlying structure of the 

transaction as both BCBS (2009) and Gregory (2012, 2015) explicates. Since it has to do with 

qualitive assessment of the correlation. But since it is addressed qualitatively, the size of wrong-

way exposure is hard to grasp. BCBS (2009) clarifies the danger by letting recovery rate be zero 

percentages in the case of SWWR. 

GWWR on the other hand can seem harder to identify (due to the complex methodologies) and is 

incorporated through simulations of correlation between exposure and probability of default, 

but the size can be quantified. The case study focuses on identification of WWR, where the 

interest rate factor is the most intuitive factor. The case of reducing bilateral exposure with RC 

shift could be deemed the most dangerous observation. But remember that usually mainly UCVA 

is used due to the controversy of DVA as mentioned. 

Levy (1999) brings up the concept of residual value which can be used and see whether it helps 

us in identification of WWR induced by FX. By using CDS pricing through spreads of different 

time buckets and different currencies for the same company, cases where the spread differs 

between currencies for the same company is of interest. CDS pricing for roughly 1400 

companies on the same day for different currencies is used to show the relation. There are only a 

handful of cases where the spread differs between currencies. Out of these cases three 

companies were randomly selected to show the effect as Gregory (2012) proposes. 

The implied RV is SEK denominated in the first two cases and AUD denominated in the last case 

(table 8). Considering a cross currency swap where the bank receives domestic currency and pay 

out AUD to AAUK, if they default and the AUD devalues roughly ten percent AUD holdings also 
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get devalued and therefore loss increases at default just as Levy (1999) proposed. If the 

probability of default increases for AAUK then the potential loss ought to increase. 

If exposed by a counterparty where there is implied foreign exchange risk the bank would avoid 

the wrong-way movement in the specific cases by hedging the amount implied by the RV. Which 

can be done by selling and buying CDS protection. Selling CDS in the weak currency and buying 

CDS contracts in the base currency with the company as reference entity hedges the potential 

change in currency at default. Since the weaker currency which drop in value gets transferred 

while receiving the appreciated currency at default of reference entity. Implied RV is mostly 

relevant on sovereigns, it would be uncertain to claim that the difference in spread is implying 

only that the currency will depreciate that amount the spread difference can be to other factors 

(Gregory 2012). 

In-depth analysis of each counterparty and their exposure to FX changes due to international 

trade and exposure could be better for the analysis. Since this implied value only tell the 

potential change of FX rate (FX risk) on default and not how probability of default move with FX 

changes. 

Table 8: Implied residual values from CDS spreads of 3 randomly picked companies 

Company 

Code   

Spread 

6M (%) 

Spread 

1Y (%) 

Spread 

2Y (%) 

Spread 

3Y (%) 

Spread 

4Y (%) 

Spread 

5Y (%) 

Spread 

7Y (%) 

Spread 

10Y (%) 

Spread 

15Y (%) 

BACRED SEK 0,40 0,49 0,77 1,03 1,26 1,47 1,72 1,85 1,92 

 
USD 0,44 0,54 0,83 1,08 1,32 1,53 1,77 1,90 1,97 

 
RV 90,06 91,35 93,66 94,88 95,77 96,49 97,18 97,58 97,59 

CMZB SEK 0,14 0,17 0,35 0,51 0,69 0,88 1,13 1,32 1,44 

 
USD 0,16 0,19 0,38 0,54 0,73 0,91 1,16 1, 34 1,46 

 
RV 88,99 88,89 93,05 94,44 95,55 96,62 97,83 98,68 98,69 

AAUK AUD 0,09 0,12 0,21 0,38 0,67 0,96 1,42 1,64 1,71 

 
SEK 0,10 0,14 0,23 0,42 0,75 1,06 1,57 1,81 1,89 

 
RV 90,00 90,00 90,01 90,03 90,08 90,13 90,23 90,23 90,16 

Chapter two takes up some important terms to consider in the field of wrong way risk and CVA 

Gregory (2012, 2015), Hull (2015) and Duffie and Zhu (2011) describes and exemplifies netting 

and centralized clearing parties. OTC markets are vague and contain risk involved in that there is 

not protection associated with the trade. Hull and White (2011) and Slime (2017) shows how 

collateral arrangements reduce exposure. Therefore, collateral could work as a tool to reduce 

unfavourable exposure changes and thus be a method to reduce WWR. Another tool used is 
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hedging using the different kinds of CDS which do not increase the capital charge. However, 

there are of course limits to each of these tools and depending on the situation they might vary 

in effectiveness of reducing WWR. Another way to counteract WWR is pricing it and 

incorporating it into the capital charge to have more reserves to properly handle the risk in case 

it surfaces. In the following section these concepts will be specified further and their positive 

and negative aspects will be discussed. 

6.1.2 Netting 

Netting provides an intuitive way to reduce exposure towards a counterparty by summing the 

exposure towards the counterparty. However, netting will not reduce the positive exposure in 

the transaction that exhibit WWR. If there is WWR exhibited as exposure towards the 

counterparty increases and the probability of default of the counterparty as well. If the negative 

exposure remains unchanged the wrong-way effect will still be experienced. The only way that 

the WWR would be countered would be that the negative exposure offset the increase in positive 

exposure towards the counterparty. Netting is a necessary tool overall for counterparty risk (as 

the BCVA output shows) but in WWR scenarios it does not provide definitive solutions. BCBS 

(2009) also state that transactions which exhibit specific wrong way risk to be removed from the 

netting set towards a counterparty and must be dealt with separately.  

6.1.3 Collateral 

Collateral reduces overall exposure and could be a viable solution towards specific 

counterparties where exposure increases and probability of default with it. The collateral 

arrangements are important in order to assess whether the collateral is efficient. Firstly, the 

margin period of risk is vital. Picture a scenario where the market variables that may exhibit 

WWR moves in an unnatural manner in a short period of time. With bad timing of the margin 

period of risk, there might be big losses from exposure above the threshold due to quick 

changes. Into consideration of collateral arrangements is also what asset is specified in the CSA 

to be posted as collateral. 

Gregory (2012) discusses non-cash collateral agreements and how there can be a correlation 

between collateral and exposure of the counterparty. In cases where the value of non-cash 

collateral decreases as the exposure increases is unfavourable since the outcome is higher 

uncollateralized exposure. WWR can be exhibited in these scenarios as the collateral loses value 

exposure increases and if the probability of default is increased at the same time the risk 

increases. 
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The counterparties capability of providing collateral may also be affected turbulent times. As the 

exposure increases and probability of default as well. WWR implies that the exposure would be 

at a high point when the collateral cannot be posted. Collateral arrangements are of course with 

risk since the bank are demanding collateral from the same counterparty as the WWR might be 

exhibited towards. 

In the case study the counterparties which seems the most influenced by WWR are both covered 

with CSA and therefore have a collateral arrangement. The CSA might be set in place for 

specifically this reason that they would be taking on excessive risk. The collateral arrangement 

should mute the exposure moves but stress tests and regressions show exposure increases when 

interest rate is increasing, arguably additional protection might be needed. Perhaps through a 

stricter CSA arrangement through renegotiation or through a CDS position. Another reason for 

the exposure increases with interest rate shift could be that the threshold of the CSA is not 

reached yet and therefore the bank is willing to take on additional exposure until collateral is 

required. Seemingly as Hull and White (2011) show in their empirical results collateral 

arrangements are not of much effect until the threshold is breached.  

Netting cannot be claimed as a solution for wrong way risk, only a mitigant of general 

counterparty risk. Collateral arrangements can be an effective WWR mitigator. Hull and White 

(2011) and Slime (2017) show that collateral reduces some of the CVA increases when WWR is 

present. But depending on the model used different approaches towards wrong way risk the 

collateral intuitively will matter. The approach where the FX rate shifts at default and essentially 

leaves a less valued cash reserve in the bank collateral will be inefficient. Since collateral is not 

posted continuously, and change occur after default. In the approaches from Hull and White 

(2011) and Rosen and Saunders (2012) collateral arrangement will matter since the WWR is 

exhibited on portfolio level and therefore aggregated without instant changes. 

Both netting and collateral are arrangements towards the specific counterparty (potentially 

WWR exhibited), and this can be viewed as a weakness. Given OTC trades there is limited 

security with the counterparties itself and there is inclination to hedge the counterparty risk by 

buying protection from a third party. Oftentimes done through CDS as Gregory (2012) explains.  

Another way would be by clearing trades in a CCP which is a viable option as well, but it does 

remove some of the flexibility of the OTC markets and the negotiation of optimal transactions is 

left to a CCP. The CCP might require what the trading counterparties deem unnecessarily large 

margins. But CCPs can provide what could seemingly be closer to the OTC markets but using 

some form of collateralization. However, CCPs require prerequisites and looking at the 
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investment banks’ observations far from all counterparties are covered by CSA. Therefore, it 

could be simpler to have collateral arrangements towards specific counterparties rather than 

clearing through CCPs which after all can limit the bank. Through alternative costs in form of 

profits and prerequisites. 

6.1.4 Hedging 

Hedging counterparty risk is an option which can be tractable. As brought up earlier Gregory 

(2012) explains that there are potentially instruments which can generate perfect protection 

against WWR. Remember that BCBS (2009) states that only single name CDS, single name CCDS 

and index CDS. These may be included in the calculation of the CVA capital charge and therefore 

does not increase capital charges but can reduce them. Hedges which increase regulatory capital 

will come with an alternative cost in the form of profits. 

Hull and White (2011) presents (eq. 12) which show how CVA is affected by changes in the 

spread through delta and gamma approximations. Combined with what Gregory (2012) clarifies 

about cross gamma effects which can generate difficult to hedge scenarios. A change in the 

spread due affect CVA through a delta (first order derivate) and a gamma effect (second order 

derivate). Considering that there could be a cross gamma effect that underlying market variables 

are correlated WWR scenarios can arise. The case study analysis of exposures essentially 

searches for unfavourable dependencies between variables, if credit spread is the variable 

determining probability of default and the interest rate and FX shift. If these variables are 

correlated it is hard to know exactly what the end impact on CVA would be. It is possible to 

isolate and purchase protection against a change in spread and how it affects CVA. Similarly, 

interest rate can be hedged specifically. The stressed data over the exposures of the bank show 

the sensitivities of changes in variables which can be hedged, to remove risk from an interest 

rate change a hedge position should move adversely from exposure. The same with a change in 

spread. Generally, WWR creates scenarios that instruments in the market have difficulty of 

hedging. Another aspect is knowing which counterparties the hedges should be assigned to, 

referencing every counterparty is unnecessary, the analysis provides some observations where 

it would be interesting to investigate hedging the exposure. 

Overall in the cases of WWR collateral arrangements in the empirical findings seem to be the 

simplest and perhaps most tailored option in reducing WWR towards specific counterparties. 

The OTC markets non-insured aspect makes collateral work as an efficient tool to generate some 

security. But it depends on the transaction. For interest rate developments collateral 

arrangements towards counterparties with increasing exposure with interest rate would be a 
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viable option. For FX swaps where the residual value can give an indication of how the FX rate 

will move in case of default hedging strategies towards the exposed currency is an intuitive 

solution. 

The contingent CDS and more interestingly index CDS which Gregory (2012) describes as 

referenced to a specific index and can limit unwanted correlations. Since default insurance 

payment can increase with exposure. In the study it is apparent that we do not want a relation 

where exposure is increasing with interest rate since the interest rate is deemed to be positively 

correlated to the spread. If there is a tool which would increase its default payments with 

growing default probability, while at the same time relieve capital reserve requirements it 

would of course be a great tool. The pricing would on the other hand have to reflect how both 

the exposure and credit spreads are expected to move. Gregory (2012) explicates that the WWR 

effect would be priced, but he also states that the tools needs to develop liquidity. Which makes 

sense since the pricing of these tools would need liquidity and on average correct expectations 

to be efficient. Given the relatively young age of the field and complexity in the correlations such 

tools given complexity might not be efficient until market standard is set and there is a 

consensus in WWR estimation and correlations. 

6.2 Modelling approaches 

Wrong way risk is potentially devastating in a turbulent market environment which the events 

during the Global financial crisis showed. In this paper three different methodologies of how one 

can quantify and incorporate WWR into the xVA calculations have been brought up. The first one 

which Hull and White (2011) proposes where probability of default is dependent on the 

exposure towards counterparties. In order to be able to quantify CVA with presence of WWR the 

relationship between probability of default and exposure must be calibrated somehow. Hull and 

White (2011) explains that you could either use historical data of the relation between exposure 

and probability of default or use some simple rules of thumb based on logical arguments. There 

are of course pros and cons of both using historical data that may be more rooted to actual 

events and therefore be more rooted to reality. But using historical data also implies that history 

is used to reflect the future which may only prepare us for what have already occurred. Using 

logically sound arguments lets the calibration be influenced by human factors, unique arguments 

and different opinions. However, it might be more accurate to reflect about the future than using 

historical data. It does however provide variation opportunities in calibration. 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) brings up the next approach which involve generating a distribution 

of the exposures and create a bivariate distribution of the exposure and probabilities. The 
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exposure in this case is conditional on default. The main pitfall of this approach is that the 

distribution of exposure might not be the real or correct distribution. Another aspect which 

might fail is the correlation of the variables driving exposure and the variables driving default. 

The method also implies that depending on the correlations the unsystematic normally 

distributed variable might influence the output in different degrees. If the unsystematic 

variables (𝜖) influence is wrong the output gets affected too much or little by an uncontrollable 

variable. Estimating the correlations will be essential for the output. 

Slime (2017) proposes a combination of these two approaches above and shows some 

convincing empirical results of his modelling of WWR. At least in the case where he does not 

address global WWR. He proposes to use the Spearman correlation which estimates the 

correlation through ranks rather than values. Historical data can also be used but as for the case 

of the other methodologies. When Slime (2017) introduces the global WWR measurement there 

will be perhaps too much room for deviation with another independency assumption removed. 

Considering computational efficiency, the global WWR will be the most demanding 

methodology. 

The Basel committee takes at least compared to the portfolio level approaches a simple 

approach which only multiply exposure using a factor which reflect the possibility of WWR and 

limited portfolios. The alpha multiplier which in turn increase the capital charge. The positive 

side of the Basel-way is that it is simple. Which might be a negative aspect since the too high 

simplicity which might induce that the capital charge is unnecessarily high. Also using a 

multiplier might not be tailored to reality in comparison to the methodologies. The increased 

charge result in a higher alternative cost for the bank since more capital is held from 

investments. But it is computationally simple compared to the other approaches. 

But with all the methodologies whether probability is conditional on exposure or the other way 

around it is mostly on portfolio level. Which in turn implies that the portfolio is assessed and the 

correlation between probability and exposure is generalized for the portfolio. Implying that 

specific observations are less relevant on portfolio level which is unsurprising. On portfolio 

level, it is relevant to specify the GWWR and incorporate it into the capital charge, so that if 

WWR realises the bank is prepared for it and have made adjustment towards handling it. Since 

the methods would be mathematically correct and on average generate a correct estimation of 

the future if calibrated correctly. From my point of view however the proposed method by Hull 

and White (2011) seems to be the most customizable and would generate the most relevant 

results if enough work is put into calibration. It is perhaps simpler without creating the exposure 

distributions, but it provides an intuitive approach towards WWR. 
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It is important to remember that if the WWR effect was at work and that exposure and 

probability of default changed together the effect on CVA would be affected by a larger amount 

due to the shifts in the analysis. But given the output is of stress tests on specific counterparties 

it cannot fully assess how large the CVA would be with WWR exhibited. But the empirical results 

of the methodologies to model WWR gives a picture of how large it could be. 

It is apparent that the CVA with WWR exhibited increases the CVA to different degrees 

depending of which methodology is used. The empirical results of the different report use 

different transactions and therefore the CVA probably would be differently affected if the same 

transactions were used throughout all the methodologies. BCBS (2017) explains the alpha 

multiplier approach, using an alpha of 1,4 depending on the probabilities of default the CVA 

charge will increase from its initial value due to the multiplication. Comparing to the other 

methodologies on portfolio level the CVA might increase too much at least comparing to Rosen 

and Saunders (2012) portfolio level calculations which would imply a much lower alpha value. 

And, too little given the worst-case scenarios of Slime (2017) and Hull and White (2011). It is 

conventional and simple to use the alpha multiplier as mentioned but it is too general to be able 

to capture WWR as closely as the other methods. 

Rosen and Saunders (2012) single counterparty WWR estimate is interesting to consider. 

Connecting to the case study it shows that CVA might even double with a perfect correlation of 

exposure and probability of default. While for a well-diversified portfolio CVA moves only a few 

percentages with WWR. It shows how dangerous the WWR effects can be on a single 

counterparty level but also how diversification can mute the WWR. Hull and White (2011) 

shows that the CVA depending on collateral arrangements, thresholds and cure periods move 

with increases in the sensitivity parameter. While a change with 0,03 potentially increases CVA 

with up to 50% they show empirically. Comparing the empirical results with Rosen and 

Saunders (2012) the calibration of the method is perhaps the most important difference 

between the empirical outputs. Since Rosen and Saunders (2012) worst case correlation doubles 

CVA on a specific counterparty level. While an increase in sensitivity parameter increases CVA 

with 50%. If using a shift in the sensitivity parameter of for example 0,1 the CVA would increase 

unreasonably much. 

Finally connecting to the empirical results of Slime (2017) whom brings up several 

measurements and several scenarios. His most important contribution is the case of global WWR 

and the approximated global WWR since it generates the biggest change in results of CVA. But 

the calibration of the model with another independency assumption might render the 

calculations unnecessarily demanding as mentioned. Considering the output, used for the case 
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study which is 121000 grid points which is then applied to the underlying models and then 

incorporated into the pricing model of every transaction. The number of counterparties used is 

about 1600 and for each of these counterparties there are several transactions putting the 

number of calculations well above a billion. Adding effects for WWR according to the 

methodologies is computationally demanding and despite Slime (2017) being the most 

appealing theoretically. Since a constant recovery rate might be a crude assumption it might not 

be worthwhile due to the several billion calculations needed and independencies which gives 

room for deviation. On portfolio level a standard recovery rate is used which on average should 

be correct enough to be used (given a diversified portfolio). 

The overall impression of the modelling approaches is that CVA measurements increase with 

WWR with different magnitudes depending on which methodology is used and under different 

scenarios. In some cases, it doubles and in other cases it increases less. The case study mostly 

has to do with only identifying potential WWR exposures and not as much assessing the 

magnitude of the change in CVA due to WWR. But if the scenarios where one could argue for 

WWR should have base CVA values double the size of what they are in the data set. It is 

important to address that since the realized losses might be severe due to no actions undertaken 

to withstand the WWR.   
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7. Conclusions 

Connecting back to the purpose and problem set out in the introduction. This paper show some 

of the strengths and weaknesses of different modelling approaches towards WWR. The 

regulatory view about WWR is also considered through what the BCBS have published. As 

described, there are several factors that are important to consider in how one would go on about 

quantifying WWR. Clearly computational power must be addressed since the methodologies 

varies. Theoretically Slime (2017) is appealing with a non-constant recovery rate. However, Hull 

and White (2011) allows for a wide variation in how to calibrate and apply an intuitively simple 

methodology. 

The next part which is the case study the exposures of a Swedish investment-bank was analysed 

to find potential correlations which might give rise to WWR. On aggregate level the analysis 

cannot claim that there is any WWR. However, in specific scenarios some weak spots are found 

which the bank should look deeper into since if WWR is exhibited the realized outcome 

potentially could be severe. Such as the cases of increasing exposure with interest rate and 

bilateral credit value adjustment reducing with risk class shift. But in relation to other 

observations the WWR is probably limited for the bank and cannot according to the data be 

claimed as significant. 

Finally, a discussion is brought up of WWR mitigation and the different modelling approaches. 

The discussion is from my point of view after having studied the field of WWR and my 

understanding of how to identify, quantify and manage it. Mitigating WWR specifically should 

mainly be done by some sort of collateral or hedging. But there are pros and cons of different 

mitigators which was discussed. 

Since the case study is independently done on the exposures of a bank other similar findings are 

difficult to compare with. To use the proposed modelling methods at the banks data would been 

optimal for the paper to compare the findings to the different authors. But there was 

unfortunately no possibility to undertake such simulations. And it gives room for further 

research and development of this paper. However, the study provides some insight in how one 

could reason in identifying WWR and overall understanding of the issue. To use the similar 

underlying data from an investment bank according to any modelling approaches, extensive 

work needs to be undertaken in the underlying data in accordance with the any of the 

approaches. 
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Appendices 

Table 9: UCVA statistics for each sub exposure group, and how they are affected by shifts. 

UCVA per category Base (kSEK) 

FX shift 

(kSEK) 

IR shift 

(kSEK) RC shift (kSEK) RFD FR 

SME retail, FALSE 
      

Mean -219,04 21,35 0,07 -230,94 2,38 1,91 

Standard Error 96,91 11,12 0,04 85,09 0,13 0,14 

Median -46,30 1,59 0,00 -39,05 2,00 2,00 

Range 2519,36 311,51 0,92 2176,86 3,00 2,00 

Minimum -2519,36 -25,48 0,00 -2176,86 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 286,03 0,92 0,00 4,00 3,00 

Sum -7009,28 683,10 2,17 -7390,02 76,00 61,00 

Count 32 32 32 32 32 32 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 197,64 22,67 0,08 173,54 0,27 0,29 

SME corp, FALSE 
      

Mean -4620,54 187,78 30,06 -4128,93 2,56 1,93 

Standard Error 1943,86 74,51 15,66 1635,24 0,04 0,04 

Median -104,67 5,32 0,00 -108,90 2,00 2,00 

Range 630160,89 18590,31 5298,58 521264,53 4,00 4,00 

Minimum -630160,89 -193,89 -0,42 -521264,53 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 18396,42 5298,16 0,00 5,00 5,00 

Sum -1621809,31 65912,24 10552,44 -1449255,29 897,00 677,00 

Count 351 351 351 351 351 351 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 3823,12 146,54 30,81 3216,13 0,08 0,08 

SME corp, TRUE 
      

Mean -86408,87 1045,45 118,50 -49160,55 1,50 1,17 

Standard Error 78462,77 765,98 118,12 45992,12 0,34 0,17 

Median -3926,70 97,97 0,15 -1959,36 1,00 1,00 

Range 477881,83 4739,01 709,09 278917,35 2,00 1,00 

Minimum -477895,60 -27,32 0,00 -278927,17 1,00 1,00 

Maximum -13,77 4711,69 709,09 -9,83 3,00 2,00 

Sum -518453,23 6272,71 710,99 -294963,29 9,00 7,00 

Count 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 201694,96 1969,01 303,63 118226,50 0,88 0,43 

Retail no limit req, FALSE 
      

Mean -33,97 6,97 0,00 -48,88 2,41 2,04 

Standard Error 9,22 2,17 0,00 15,89 0,11 0,09 
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Median -4,94 0,68 0,00 -6,43 2,00 2,00 

Range 309,92 79,79 0,03 558,94 3,00 2,00 

Minimum -309,92 -2,21 0,00 -558,94 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 77,58 0,03 0,00 4,00 3,00 

Sum -1562,50 320,65 0,10 -2248,67 111,0 94,00 

Count 46 46 46 46 46 46 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 18,58 4,36 0,00 32,00 0,22 0,19 

Real estate SME corp, 

FALSE 
      

Mean -63072,81 566,79 549,90 -50630,53 2,10 1,96 

Standard Error 23475,57 232,43 182,82 10612,91 0,03 0,03 

Median -3888,50 14,27 37,51 -4474,16 2,00 2,00 

Range 7426644,16 73565,49 55269,34 2648963,87 3,00 3,00 

Minimum -7426644,16 -35,39 -0,75 -2648963,87 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 73530,10 55268,59 0,00 4,00 4,00 

Sum -21255536,98 191007,24 185315,71 -17062488,13 708,00 660,00 

Count 337 337 337 337 337 337 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 46177,60 457,20 359,61 20876,12 0,06 0,07 

Real estate corp, FALSE 
      

Mean -106762,75 521,53 997,56 -136998,33 1,95 1,60 

Standard Error 22612,73 170,02 191,11 32012,97 0,05 0,06 

Median -10590,02 0,94 98,95 -10323,20 2,00 1,00 

Range 1638060,21 17269,79 14253,96 2427656,29 2,00 2,00 

Minimum -1638060,21 -1094,46 -127,42 -2427656,29 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 16175,33 14126,54 0,00 3,00 3,00 

Sum -14946785,37 73013,93 139658,34 -19179765,52 273,00 224,00 

Count 140 140 140 140 140 140 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 44709,39 336,16 377,85 63295,34 0,10 0,11 

Corporate, FALSE 
      

Mean -73197,14 1929,15 367,56 -56294,86 2,28 1,82 

Standard Error 30873,44 939,52 167,86 15454,99 0,04 0,04 

Median -304,82 1,37 0,01 -354,49 2,00 2,00 

Range 10719697,18 349780,26 54453,8 3836394,60 4,00 4,00 

Minimum -10719697,2 -1673,14 -0,75 -3836394,60 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 348107,11 54453,05 0,00 5,00 5,00 

Sum -28400489,3 748511,85 142611,90 -21842406,35 886,00 706,00 

Count 388 388 388 388 388 388 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 60700,66 1847,20 330,03 30386,26 0,08 0,08 

Corporate, TRUE 
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Mean -3685,17 52,23 -81,80 -5403,49 1,40 1,10 

Standard Error 2573,64 43,89 81,91 4394,01 0,16 0,10 

Median -314,55 4,50 0,01 -364,22 1,00 1,00 

Range 25484,78 507,45 819,78 44448,00 1,00 1,00 

Minimum -25486,83 -112,75 -818,98 -44449,60 1,00 1,00 

Maximum -2,05 394,70 0,80 -1,60 2,00 2,00 

Sum -36851,68 522,32 -818,05 -54034,86 14,00 11,00 

Count 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 5821,97 99,28 185,29 9939,95 0,37 0,23 

Housing co-op SME, 

FALSE 
      

Mean -8046,77 79,64 118,71 -9523,86 2,22 1,80 

Standard Error 3307,22 32,75 37,26 5029,15 0,11 0,08 

Median -760,25 7,53 8,93 -914,37 2,00 2,00 

Range 122455,12 1212,42 1326,56 186454,28 2,00 2,00 

Minimum -122455,12 0,00 -0,01 -186454,28 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 1212,42 1326,54 0,00 3,00 3,00 

Sum -362104,72 3583,63 5341,74 -428573,70 100,00 81,00 

Count 45 45 45 45 45 45 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 6665,27 66,00 75,10 10135,59 0,22 0,15 

Insurance, TRUE 
      

Mean -5373,58 88,63 53,39 -7242,97 1,40 1,07 

Standard Error 3080,34 28,28 53,26 5125,74 0,16 0,07 

Median -686,79 66,78 0,02 -536,56 1,00 1,00 

Range 45948,05 454,93 799,08 78051,10 2,00 1,00 

Minimum -45952,26 0,04 0,00 -78055,97 1,00 1,00 

Maximum -4,20 454,97 799,08 -4,87 3,00 2,00 

Sum -80603,71 1329,43 800,83 -108644,48 21,00 16,00 

Count 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 6606,67 60,65 114,24 10993,62 0,35 0,14 

Insurance, FALSE 
      

Mean -2158,02 7,58 -8,86 -1992,37 2,20 1,80 

Standard Error 1254,47 24,62 8,90 1287,08 0,37 0,20 

Median -703,25 0,59 0,00 -549,41 2,00 2,00 

Range 6426,27 148,98 44,64 6779,84 2,00 1,00 

Minimum -6426,89 -71,35 -44,47 -6780,97 1,00 1,00 

Maximum -0,62 77,64 0,18 -1,13 3,00 2,00 

Sum -10790,10 37,92 -44,28 -9961,83 11,00 9,00 

Count 5 5 5 5 5 5 
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Margin of Error (95,0%) 3482,95 68,35 24,72 3573,51 1,04 0,56 

Institution, TRUE 
      

Mean -130527,80 3007,99 646,60 -178877,14 1,92 1,20 

Standard Error 61753,36 2269,67 600,87 101531,09 0,08 0,06 

Median -3229,32 30,31 0,12 -4257,62 2,00 1,00 

Range 4279562,66 168083,43 45077,96 7318602,56 2,00 2,00 

Minimum -4279562,66 -434,73 -687,57 -7318602,56 1,00 1,00 

Maximum 0,00 167648,70 44390,39 0,00 3,00 3,00 

Sum -9659056,97 222591,15 47848,70 -13236908,56 142,00 89,00 

Count 74 74 74 74 74 74 

Margin of Error (95,0%) 123074,27 4523,46 1197,53 202351,16 0,15 0,11 

 


